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Sidney council’s budget bylaw 
was adopted Monday night, 
giving final approval to the 
town’s one-way street plan which 
is expected to go ahead providing 
the provincial government agrees 
to cost-sharing.
For two out of three aldermen 
who opposed the traffic plan it 
was time for “one more kick at 
the cat.’’
Aldermen Jim Lang and Loyd 
Burdon detailed their objections. 
Aid. Ben Ethier — who has 
supported the plan most of The 
way along the line — voted 
against budget adoption but 
remained silent.
Money for the Memorial Park 
expropriation and the connecting 
links of the one-way couplet is 
included in Sidney’s budget for 
1983. Burdon, Lang and Ethier 
voted against the budget bylaws 
at a special meeting Thursday 
when three readings of the bylaw 
were given.
use the municipal money in the 
budget for other road projects, as 
the couplet could not go ahead.
The budget allows for the 
borrowing of $500,000 to pay for 
the land expropriated from the 
War Memorial Park. The 
provincial government is ex­
pected to pay half of this, but the 
full amount must be allowed for, 
since the transfer of the property 
has already taken place. Price has 
yet to be set.
Besides the $500,000 for the 
land there is $734,000 in the 
capital budget for roads and 
sidewalks, $374,300 of which is 
to come out the cUrrent fiscal 
services budget. Last year there 
was only $157,700 for this 
purpose, but expense for land 
and buildings, engineering 
structures and equipment were all 
much higher. At $1,036,100, the 
budget for municipal fiscal 





More stories page 2
“The only two road projects in There is $146,000 in the budget 
this budget are the GanOra for the connecting road from 
connector and the couplet,’’ to the east end of Bevan
Burdon told the meeting. and $132,000 to widen Bevan 
“Everything else is put off. far as 5th St. The
think it is ludicrous priorities.” been asked to pay
He objected to dealing with the'
budget at a^ special meeting with There is also $412,000 in the 
i , KnHopt fr>r a road to;conhecctTnOpo: of the public present, and^^^^ ;^ . .
said that in order to pay for the Beacon across the airpoit and via
couplet, work needed on James Ocean Avenue to Gariofa Road.
Universities, Science and 
Technology Minister Pat McGeer 
miscalculated Friday when he 
said it was “the moment of 
decision for Dynatek.”
If the Socrcds were returned 
May 5 McGeer said he was “99 
per cent sure” that the compnay 
he had cultivated for four years 
and finally wooed to Sidney, will 
go ahead as planned with its high 
tech industry plant.
But if the DNP wins?
“They (Dynatek) have to speak 
for themselves ... but what 
would you do . . . ?”
McGeer said confidence in 
government is everything when it 
comes to investing money. It was 
the moment of decision for 
Dynatek, he added.
But Dynatek didn’t have any 
decisions to make.
The company’s executive vice- 
president Gerry Gheney said 
Monday there wasn’t a problem.
“L think it has already been 
reported that the NDP would 
Stand behind the provincial 
commitment provided we do ouf 
thing right.”
V McGeer also Suggested that T 
what Dynatek needed was a 
commitment from NDP leader 
Dave BarrettT The minister said i 
the; NDP : should : ; ‘‘rnake its"
p ah Awenu :; to Gariofa R 
White Boulevard and Amelia province has already agreed
Avenue had been “pushed to pay half of this.
Improvements to 1st Ave.
„ .... ____ .T- Beacon, to.Bevan at a cost.
Aid. Stan Bamtoid pointed out Qf $45,500 and to the east end of
that these things had been done Beacon for $94,000, were deleted
because a majority of council ^^uncil from the proposed
thought they should be. budget to bring it within
Lang opposed approving the provincial guidelines. Other
program when provincial sharing niajor deletions were $ 15,000 for
is not yet assured, and said fireball renovation or
favorable construction time was replacement, $10,000 for
being wasted waiting. ii rigutiou at the library, $9,800
: provnciaL grants are iTOt received^;^^^^ of $23,000 for boulevard
council T woulT ‘‘presumaibly” maintenance. ;
position very clear now in­
dividual investors are at the 
crossroads. We have given them 
reassurance that we are in favor 
of investment and private en-ri 
Terprise.^^ . . .
“But when Barren was in 
power he drove capital out. 
Mining deserted B.G.”
However, McGeer said he 
thought Dynatek would have 
some difficulty raising money. 
“There’s a lot of risk in in­
volved.”
on tour and and 
couldn’t be contacted but NDP; 
candidate John Mika said there 
' ■.';;';'':;C(mlinued oii Page,; Al/v;,
three one-act plays presented hy Grassroots Theatre Company 
school. Curtain 8 p.m. nightly.
, one of 
April 28 - 30 at Parkland 
% Mu f rayriljiirrct f PlipUi
Building a bfcakwalcr a* ^ 
Sidney would be a “nat ural ; 
projcci ” o 1' tlie NDP’s corn- : 
riiinity Recovery and 
Devcloprncni Program, says 
( John Mika, candidate for the 
Saanich and the Islands seat. <
: The NDP would fund the 
; program by borrowing : $500 
million against na'ural gas sales 
on long term contracts and put 
30,OOO people back to work in ; 
B.C; Currently there arc 206,000 
■■.■^jobless,.
Mika says money would bo 
T J u n 1 ed vdt" r t (V Tointn u rii 1 i es ;Tri rri(C: 
projects which would receiviv 90 
per v.em runding.
The Social Ciedit govcrimtent 
is,^ borrosvirig'SbS''riiilHoiv ivWtfek r ■
fftuwc^^ and::Unl\Trsities,fl^ciii’nce;lahU;fTcclmi)logy::'Mlnistefl*atj^--':^
McGeer atMltm^^^^^^




for the groceries,” Mika says.'
#1 Btit that’s unproductive, Ire
' explains, bar better to pul the
money to work and give people 
- i'(;■ j obs'mid;-jtei ■ riiteed cd 'iK
conipleled.
; “XVc hitve people desperate for 
; work and thiijgs Wc badly need lb 
builtl.v^aUtl -WC’rC; UOl; pUttillg: .'T
He says thtu triggered his
charged Friday thaC OpposUion “strive to create new ones." „ decision to ruri again, I've had
leader pavd Barreit’ri claim tosaid the province had to watch, look in every cbriicr pf :^ ^*''®^''-^ .
find jobs was“closc to being a i jjg riorst in 50 govcrnincrit for mqiiey lb spend.' ^ , ■
Promises can’t be fulfilled
Finance lylinister Hugh Curtis will preserve existing jobs and
lioax.’’ Barrett: had ^ inadc ; years’ bin ‘'added sales taxpromiscsMhat 'cbuld not be Iveiuies a^
John Mika 
, . f harrow
Regional Pistrlei is re-examining
fidfillcd and had already Htiid, Jtc’s
M rni^ «btniniMrator and everything Hc projccts goitirir- lilvC thc brc^ Plant which Mika says lie’cldlght
projects he they re turning jias done to date has prepared water ---'nndTei people btick io to stipport. Describing Hartland
The cold htird l^t of the him for the post of finance work, this would have a Rd. garbage duihp ^
matter wasThat with Barrett’s »><^f««5e, minislcL ‘T think.ITe been able p«iyclu)logicid eriecl and pecnile timri bom^
kind of program tltcrc's very > aic,s arc dpwu, and |u .sii uciiitcTlie lultustry so that H would ^ stm t- spci)duig money says toxic iuutcrials iuThu dump
grave difficuhv in raising money is most evident. runs most efficiently. again, he iioints s.m. when concentrated, iiquefy a
in capital matketsrihe added. He On the Saanich Peninsula “No single anssser can wipe leach into the ground water
„said,Jhe government.is cutteiuiy.:But the:most daugc;i,ous time is,; .... scene, .CutUs,said-he approved td':,;,;;Tui,riU'aiviiduythcmJ)iU,Vy'C,,ve’riOri ^^,v.r 
Iwrrowing $60 million ri week, when the corher Is turned because the cbitccpt bfi a Sidney breaks spiral
"very short term money" which then there will be increased wate^harbo^ and "to the extent *''i?'fPiti|ITbide<ni vvdiare,Tod Inlet," 
Is repaid every 91 days, and demands on government, where the government can assist JvliM* says, adding pollutants and
suKRCSted the way to provide pieviously expectations were dollar terms it would havetny full ririltide
work','was'lb ereai'e.a' eUniaieJhat:;.riosvered, he explained; support. •Pollution
toxic substances have found their. ..  , , , , , , , o.
the Capital way froin the diimp into T'od
Inlet.
■;;; .;;''::;Tbc.^:v;T affc
agricuIture »Ibng Tod Creek a 1 
the * creek itself which used 




industry for the peninsula h 
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Sidney council Monday night 
adopted 1983 budget bylaws 
providing for a five per cent 
increase in spending, but with 
most tax bills expected to be 
about the same as last year or 
slightly lower.
The extra money will come 
largely from new properties on 
the assessment roll, particularly 
the Landmark Building and 
buildings at Resthaven.
The budget does not allow for 
any pay increases for municipal 
staff. It does include money for 
the one-way street plan, but most 
of this is conditional on the 
provincial government paying 
half the cost.
Municipal finance has changed 
a lot this year. The mill rate is 
gone, and the variable tax rate 
has arrived.
A mill is a tenth of a cent, and 
for as long as anyone can 
remember municipal taxes have 
been expressed in terms of so 
many mills for each dollar of 
assessed value.
The relationship of assessed 
value to actual market value of 
the property has varied from time 
to time, but in recent years has 
been set annually by the 
provincial government with 
residences being assessed as low 
as 10 per cent of actual value and 
business properties at 25 or 30 per 
cent, or more.
Mill rate had to be the same for 
all types of property, but because 
of the ..higher percentage for 
assessed value business properties
paid much higher taxes.
This year the mill is out, and 
taxes are expressed in terms of 
dollars for each $1,000 of taxable 
value, with taxable value being 
the assessor’s estimate of actual 
value.
This would mean that 
residential taxes would be as high 
as business taxes if the rate for 
each was the same, but both 
Social Credit and the NDP have 
promised legislation after the 
provincial election to allow 
municipalities to set different tax 
rates for different classes of 
property.
Sidney council, which ap­
proved the 1983 budget Monday, 
has gone to the variable, tax rate 
system, and has set the rates so 
that the share of total revenue 
from each class of property will 
be exactly the same as last year.
Individual tax bills will vary, as 
a result of assessment changes 
during the year, but on the 
average they will be down a little, 
since the same amount of revenue 
is being raised from more 
property.
School and hospital taxation 
will continue to be on the old 
system. Hospital rate is 4.84 
mills. School rate has not yet 
been set.
The new variable tax rates set 
by Sidney to cover general 
municipal costs, debt charges and 
the regional district levy are:
Residential $6,282 per
thousand.
Utility $18,153 per thousand.
Industrial $18,849 per
Thousand.
Business $13.114 per thousand.
Seasonal $6,034 per thousand.
Farm $4 per thousand.
Continued from Page A1
would be no difficulty with an 
NDP government providing 
incentive grants to industry.
“We want to see industry go 
ahead in B.C., certainly we won’t 
stand in the way providing the 
venture is viable.’’
(More stories pages 3,6)
meet
Project North (Victoria) is 
sponsoring an all-candidates 
meeting for Saanich and the 
Islands 7:30 p.m. April 29 at 
Reynolds School auditorium,. 
3963 Borden Ave. Focus will be 
on title, rights and concerns for 
the future of native people in 
British Columbia.
increases
Total current expenditures 
including sewer and water funds 
but not counting funds collected 
for the school district, are set at 
$3,351,700, up from $3,192,076 
actually spent last year; The^ 
increase is exactly the five per 
cent allowed by the provincial 
government.
After final cutti ng by the 
council in committee: the increase 
Was only 1;24 per cent,: but a 
: contingency item was added to 
• come up to the maximurri, to 
prbvidetthe highest possible base: 
in case of provincial restrictions 
next year.
Taxes on real property for 
municipal and regional purposes 
will be $2,084,000, up $80,000 
from last year. Revenue from 
new construction added to the 
assessment roll will, more than 
cover this increase.
The revenue-sharing grant 
from the provincial government 
is $353,200, up $12,097.from last 
year. This grant v/as drastically 
reduced in 1982, down from 
$548,000 in 1981.
There is also a $49,000 
reduction in revenue from in­
terest on investments, largely 
because of lower interest rates. 
This is offset by a $19,000 saving 
in interest on municipal 
borrowing.
There is $81,600 brought into 
the budget from reserves and 
surpluses from former years. 
Last year $93,000 came from this 
source.
The town has $600,000 ac­
cumulated that is used for 
operating capital in the first half 
} of the year. The less money there 
is in reserve the more the town 
has to borrow from the bank 
lintilf axes are collected. 
Collections for regional 
V govei^eht are up by $48,000 
this year, to :
I
poses are estimated as the same as 
last year, $2,000,000.
in expenditure 
arc $35,000 for protective 
services, $32,000 for tran­
sportations services and $24,000 
for garbage collection. Police and 
garbage contracts include in­
creases for 1983 that are beyond; 
municipal control.
Water fund expenditures total 
$1,015,000 up from $905,000 last 
year. There is a $50,0(X) increase 
in the amount being transferred 
to the regional distriect, an 
$ 18,000 increase iti the ebst; of 
water, and $42,000 to be tran­
sferred to the water capital fund.
Budget of the sewer fund at 
is down $15^800 
because of a $52,000 internal 
transfer made last year, but 
collection and disposal charges 
arc $13,495 higher, and regional 
up$l 1,290.
The Canadian Union of Public 
Employees has no comment to 
make at this time on the fact that 
local municipalities are offering 
nowage increases in 1983.
Sidney council Monday 
adopted a budget which allows 
for no change in salaries, in fact 
v/age costs are down slightly 
because one administrative 
employee who has retired will not 
be replaced immediately.
The contract with CUPE ran 
blit at the end of last year and 
there have been two negotiating 
sessions since, but Judy 
McGonachie of CUPE local 374 
gave a firm “no comment” to 
ewry question about what the 
union was asking for or whether 
there vyas even a request on the 
/fable.';
1^ : at
Sidney haye agreed to forego a 
pay increase this year. The 
budget does apparently cover 
increases for police and gar- 
bagemen, under existing con- 
tracts.
The RCMP contract increases 
by $32,846 to $340,500, and the 
garbage collection contract in-o o
creases $26,533 to $185,500.
Since there is nothing in the 
budget for other pay increases, 
almost the only way the town 
could pay them would he out of 
wage costs saved if the union
went on strike.
With police and garbage 
collection services continuing, 
efect of a strike on the daily lives 
of most municipal taxpayers 
would be limited.
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Uy IMC plUpUDCU amci lui II lu IMO vjiii\.<iai 'JuiMinwiiiijr 1 ‘w*! nv, ,
will be aflorded an opportunity to be heard on the matters contained therein 
before the Council of the Town of Sidney at a Public Hearing to be held in the 
Council Chambers,:Town Half, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Mon­
day, "May'2nd, 1983,"at 7:30 p.m.
A copy of the 
B.C^
1, Sidney, 
3.m, and 4:30 p:rn.
as follows:-
BYLAW NO. 781
Tdprovide a policy governing the new‘"K -; Automobile; Services” zone. ■
Dated at Sidney, B.C. this 13th day of April, 1983.









; TICKETS! $4.00 
$1.00 off O.A.r. & under 12
Players 
to meet
Peninsuia Players’ annual 
general mectInB will he licUl 7t30 
at Lions Hull, Newcomeis 
welcomed to the active ihcatrc 
group. The Players’ prcscmalion,: 
Pl«y r.currimtiyf
running at I-angham Court 
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SAFEWAY
Dynatek’s high tech plant proposed for Sidney 
may go ahead sooner than planned, with a start-up 
schedule likely moving from September back to 
August. Meanwhile, the company is selecting a 
“cadre” of 30 people who will be sent to the U.S. 
for training. They’ll come back and train more than 
500 other workers for the $40 million-plus micro­
electronics assembly plant at Sidney.
The company plans to train 
565 people in the first year of 
operation, 1027 by the second 
and 1,147 by the third year. 
Dynatek is also planning to sign 
contracts with eight technologists 
who will become key 
management and production 
executives.
The federal government has 
put up $11 million to help attract 
the high technology industry — a 
$7 million incentive grant and a 
$4 million interest free loan. The 
province has produced an S8 
million package comprising a 
rent-free lease on a government- 
owned hangar at Pat Bay Airport
formerly used by Trident and 
building renovations.
Dynatek has said it will 
contribute $7.2 million, borrow 
$16 million and raise a further 
$7.6 million by selling shares to 
the public.
The company plans a public 
stock issue on Vancouver and 
Toronto stock exchanges by July 
and has appointed McLeod, 
Young, Weir Ltd. as its fiscal 
adviser and lead underwriter.
However, according to one 
report, Dynatek’s chief financial 
officer John Milroy says it is not 
necessary that all of the $14.8 
million equity be available when 
the company begins operations.
Apparently only “firm com­
mittments’’ from investors are 
required and Dynatek will first 
draw from the $7.2 million put 
up by two Filipino businessmen, 
Augusto Syjuko and Antonio 
Garcia.
Garcia is chairman of 
Dynetics, a micro-chip 
manufacturing plant in Manila 
and chairman of Interlek, its 
manufacturing arm in California. 
Syjuko is a Manila businessman 
with interests in soft drink 
bottling, real estate, insurance 
and banking.
Gerry Cheney is the company’s 
executive vice-president and will 
be running the Sidney plant.
CANADA SAFEWAY LIMITED
Continued from Page A1 
licenced to fish within Canada’s 
200-mile limit. The federal 
government has jurisdiction in 
that matter, Mika says, but the 
provincial government has 
jurisdiction over land-based fish 
processing plants.
He charges the Japanese have 
been allowed to “virtually buy up 
all our processing plants in B.C.’’ 
Oaklands in Victoria was one 
recently shut down by the 
Japanese, he says.
“The government should bring 
in regulations and policy which 
requires processing some of the 
fish in land-based plants under 
regulations — that’s called 
linkage with resources.’’
He adds, “Whenever the 
public is involved in raw 
resources as part of a deal we 
should insist on some industrial 
development invested in B^G.’’
^ ^ ^ ^
Peninsula farms provide an ■ 
annual payroll of $25 million, It’s 
most people 
don’t realize just how much 
employment it does provide, 
Mika says.
But he says B.C. is going
' Tvari riH i^rivv-w n ; it >through a period now hen it 
might lose farmers “so we must 
help them — like the Crop
Assurance Program brought in 
by the NDP in 1973 and which 
assures farmers they can get back 
the bulk of production costs if 
the market fails.
“They’ll lose some, but not all. 
And they should have enough to 
start over again,’’ Mika says.
Mika looks to the future and 
says in coming years California 
and Mexico will not be pumping 
produce into B.C. With an ex­
panding population to feed and a 
reduction of agriculture land 
south of the border, “they won’t 
be able to penetrate our 
markets.’’
ahead
for farmers if they can survive 
current bad times, he says, and 
suggests there could be a revival 
of fruit processing on the 
peninsula; And young people can 
get involved because you don’t 
need 100 acres; five or 10 acre 
farms with this,development can 
be productive, he claims. v;
5 V People have changed their 
drinking habits; so Mikb can also:; 
see a winery on the peninsula ,a 
few years down the road. There 
are opportunities coming which 
farmers would forfeit if they gave 
up now, he says, promising them 
his support if elected .
“Right now farmers are
supplying a privately-owned 
green belt we all enjoy, it is in the 
interests of the environment and 
our lifestyle that our farming not 
go down the drain.’’
Mika says he hopes Dynatek’s 
plan to locate its high tech in­
dustry in Sidney goes ahead -— if 
it does, it’s a bonus, he says. But 
adds our “bread and butter is 
getting spin-off from natural 
resources like fishing, 
agriculture, logging, fish 
processing, mariculture.
Small businesses are also the 
chief generator of jobs and an 
NDP government “would give 
breathing space to bankrupt­
cies,’’he promised.
Mika is knocking at doors six 
hours a day and warns the race 
for Saanich and the Islands is a 
tight one. “It could go either way 
but I arn getting a better 
reception than last time around 
when I lost (to Hugh Curtis) by 
2,000 votes.’’
: He bas^^^ t
harder, he says, now that Mary 
Jane Lewis, Liberal, and John 
Green, Progressive Conservative,
: ;are; running^; He fi^fes he has to 
bring in, 3,000 extra votes “to 
upset that’’.
A woman cyclist was taken by 
ambulance to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital with undetermined 
injuries after she ran a stop sign 
and was struck by a car around 
6:15 p.m. April 22.
Doreen Thomas, James White 
Blvd., Sidney, apparently failed 
to stop at the corner of Resthaven 
and Ardwell and was struck by a 
vehicle driven by Harold 
Raymond, Blue Heron Rd., who 
was unable to avoid her, police 
said.'"
In other news, a North Saanich 
resident was miigged for a case of 
beer while walking on Resthaven 
Dr. near Beacon Ave. April 23. 
Police said a vehicle pulled 
alongside him, two young men 
jumped out of the vehicle, struck 
him, and stole the liquor.
:MotHer’s;'l3a^ ::
A Mother’s Day tea :and bake 
: sale will be held l ;30-:3 p!ni? M 
7 at St Paul’s United Church at 
and Malaview.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
Animal Control for the Town ot Sidney is now being adniinistered
to Animals (S:P;C.A.) and all complaints, inquiries, etc. should 
be directed; to that agfency . : ;;^^^b^
Telephone Number -- Office 388-6627 : : :
after hours 385-6521 
Address: 3150 Napier Lane, Victoria
SHOES SHOES SHOES
PRESENTS
Poised and ready Tor a :: 
labulous Spring , ^
Naturalizer’s sleek new dress 
shoe shapes. ,Open toed and , ’ 
gracefully heeled (or a 
magical (inlsh with Spring's T : 
.sofi dresses and swirling: ' : y;-"
skirls'"''"'"
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS ONE!!!
WICKER
mi




1981 lO’ Camplon with now soft topf sleeper soBts, 
jump seats, walMhrti windshield, full carpeted, pad­
dles, bumpers, 2 <5 pU day tanks. Powered by a 1981 
Mercury 80 h.p. outboard used In “FRESH” water onlyJ' 






Available In white, bone, rod; " 
and blue smooilrleather,







''The Shoo Fitting Specialists'
2215 Oak Bar Bvo.
iw. tJini Hoi S i.«..S:30 p,«, Titi. thru lit. I:W i.bi. S;!# p.m.
6S6-5822
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Assessments:
Judge Stephen Denroche asked a very important question 
when he addressed the Saanich Peninsula chamber of commerce 
(see story page 13) but he missed an obvious answer.
The judge predicted a day when drunken driving would be a 
social disgrace, and would involve a lengthy prison term, then 
asked why that day had not come already.
The answer he gave to his own question was that the public 
was not sending the Judiciary the right message, and wouldn’t 
yet shoulder the cost of keeping so many people in jail for long 
vperiods.^v:rv.:\'^;;:
: That answer implies another question. If keeping drunken
drivers in jail for long periods is too expensive, could there be 
TsonieT other punishment that would be equally or more effec­
tive? And the answer to that is yes. Take their drivers’ licences 
away, forever.
That would be a far more appropriate punishment and a far 
better deterrent than long jail terms, and would cost the tax­
payers nothing.
To a society so obsessed with its automobiles that punishment 
may seem excessive, but it isn’t. There is no absolute right to 
drive; People Under a certain age are not permitted to' drive
because they are considered too dangerous. The same goes for 
elderly people of a certain degree pf infirnriity. As a class.
Following the meeting in 
Sanscha Hall on Jan. 18, 1982, to 
organise opposition to the 1982 
property assessments, a group of 
us studied the assessment 
procedure to identify its 
weaknesses and to suggest 
possible remedies.
Properly assessments are made 
up of the value of the land and 
the value of any improvements.
In our opinion the greatest 
weaknesses in the procedure arise 
from the inclusion of land values. 
These values are arbitrary in the 
e.\treme, being far too dependent 
on personal opinions, freak sales, 
well argued appeals, etc, etc.
Further, there is no relation 
between land values and the 
ability of the owners to pay taxes. 
The whims and fancies which 
increase the former do not in­
crease the income of the owners.
Similarly, there is no 
relationship between land values 
and the use made of the services 
being paid for by the taxes. The 
ownership of a valuable piece of 
land in no way implies a heavy us
of schools, roads, recreation 
facilities, etc.
The system bears hardest on 
elderly people of modest income 
owning land that some fad has 
made valuable but without any 
method of increasing their in­
come and reluctant to fight an 
annual battle with the court of 
revision. They system is 
moreover, costly to operate. If 
the taxes were collected through 
^ some other existing system, the 
taxes themselves could be 
T'^"Towered.:.,'::,'v;T:v;:;',.',vT‘'''’';'''
The best remedy inbur opinion 
would be to abandon the 
procedure in its entirety. 
Recognising this as too drastic 
for) proyincial: politicians, we 
suggest:
»Prhittihg the value of the land
they will never receive, like the 
extra 1 per cent over the 6.5 per 
cent they are already forced to 
pay for indexation of pensions.
You should know that federal 
employees are “public servants’’, 
covered by the Public Service 
Staff Relations Act. They do not 
have the right to strike and there 
is no collective bargaining, which 
means that a large staff does not 
have any work to do in the jobs 
they should be doing.
Not one federal government 
employee was indexed more than 
6 per cent this year. Those who 
had contracts were rolled back if 
the written agreements were for 
more than 6 per cent, such as 
clerical and regulatory em­
ployees.
Ken V. Cutler 
968 Milner Ave., 
Victoria.
Not so fmr§h
A clipping from the San 
Francisco Chronicle (enclosed) 
describes the difficulties of 
Calif or nia sch ool districts in 
finding money for increasing 
teaching salaries. Their 1981-82 
average was $22,750 (US) and it 
is unlikely that the 1983 figure 
will exceed $23,800. Compare 
this with the average salary of 
$35,000 (Canadian) in our 
Saanich school district.
After allowing for exchange 
differential, this) 20 per cent 
discrepiancy is the cumulative 
result of compulsory arbitration 
of salary disputes leading to 
settlements which no longer 
reflect the meeting of i minds
the Municipal Act. Futher, he 
supported the passage of a special 
law restricting access to the 
courts. This law (Bill 31, Section 
68) limits the legal rights of the 
people of Ganges and only 
Ganges. It has been condemned 
by the B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association and other lawyers as 
well have termed it “un­
constitutional.”
Hugh Curtis has intentionally 
disenfranchised his own con­
stituents, a uniquely disturbing 
pierformance for an MLA.
Sharon McCollougEi, 
; : R.R.3 
Ganges.
under protest
I tore up my Social Credit 
membership card because of 
what Hugh Curtis, our MLA, did 
to us on Salt Spring Island.
I am a property owner in 
Ganges and he refused us a 
referendum on a money bylaw.
In 1980 we property owners were 
billed and so paid over $19,000, 
and in 1981 more than $22,500; 
the total levy being over $42,110.
We paid this under protest as 
we knew this was levied on our 
tax bill without the “assent of 
the electors’’ here and therefore 
collected illegally. It was a 
mistake in law, the regional 
solicitor has now admitted. Now, 
we cannot obtain a refund on this 
: levy)''
This project was directly or­
dered by this MLA and the 
present cabinet. It vyas neyer 
voted on by the people vyho will 
; have to F>ay for it) In addition,) 
Curtis passed a law tryingT^^to 
restrict my recourse in this 
matter, in the courts (Bill 31,
60 YEARS AGO 
From the April 26,1923, issue of 
The Review
From the Smile Awhile colume 
of The Review:
Cuthbert had been listening for 
half an hour to a lecture from his 
father on the evils of late nights
and late risings in the morning.
“You will never amount to 
anything,’’ said the father, 
“unless you turn over a new leaf. 
Remember, it’s the early bird that 
catches the worm.’’
“Ha, ha!’’ laughed Cuthbert. 
“How about the worm? What 
did he get for turning out so 
early?’’
“My son,’’ replied the father, 
“that worm hadn’t been to bed 
all night, he was on his way 
home.”
50 YEARS AGO 
From the April 26, 1933, issue of 
The Review
A trim codfish boat was 
launched Monday morning at 
Reid Bay, off 3rd St., Sidney, 
when Capt. J. Reid and son 
Gordon and crew introduced a 
new craft to the waters of the 
Gulf.
The boat is of a sturdy, well- 
built appearance and has a length 
of 30 feet six inches and a vvidth
of seven feet six inches and is 
powered with a Scripps marine 
'■ engine.
Gordon Reid, will use the boat
in local waters, principally for
codfish. The boat, without 
doubt, is one of the finest ever 
launched in Sidney.
AOYEARS'AGO 
From the April 28, 1943, issue of 
^ The Review'"■
Warehouse stores all day 
Wednesday, \ A 28, until ) 
further notice^ was; announced 
today by Ben Davies, manager of 
rights. He company which operates the
without consideration of individual circumstances, they are for- ) develoned : tne lucciuig ui. ; uium
bidden to drive, for the protection of us all. nronertieR and usine onlv the between taxpayers and teachers section 68).
! People who can’t be trusted to stay out from behind the wheel P P r concerning the value of their Curtis took away my ri .................... . , ^ ^
K when they have been drinking are another class that is too im- did it directly to me. He could do two clothing and. dry goods
By contrast m California salary it you. , , siuics.
the result' of free A former Socail Credit member, said the company was
Betty P.Belmonico, taking this step to save fuel,
1236 North End, ^ tr. r.i;x.xtxa
Box 1373, Ganges.
There is little if anything in this approval m a
are another class that is too 
dangerous to be allowed the privilege of 'driving.
How would a person get along in today’s world without being ^ levels are the result of free.
I able to drive? Well it would be a pretty severe handicap, but not sPaying for schools, hospitals, negotiation between the parties to 
nearly as great as the handicap of a person paralyzed for life in police, and transit out of arrive at a contract, the entire 
an accident caused by a drunken driver. provincial revenues, emgsu jectto^
It would also be a good deal better than being C--' -------- - no  referendum
that is new. Nevertheless we have many instances, 
offered our views to NDP MLA T“ ‘“^hers and others m the 
Dave Siupich and to MLA Hugh ,P«bhc service expecting ever-
Cilrtis of the Social Credit Party lor <hp,r
and wehopethismay contributc ‘""P- ‘he present .resuain
in a small way to remedying the “<="' harsh. But iL
defects in the procedure which so "°! harsh as he normal
Situation in the U.S. where
What’s more the person saved from death or dismembe 
by taking a drinking driver off the road forever could well be 
thatidriver himself, or his wife, or his
Even more important than the appropriateness of “ch a 
punishment would be its value as a deterrent,
Peoplewhd drink arid drive can be fairly certain of Ibeing 
caught sooner or later, but they seem to be prepared to put up 
with the heavy fines. Peninsula Study Group,
They probably don’t worry too muclv about jail terms, since W.S. Powell,
fevv of them actually go to jail and when they do it isn’t for E.G. Farthing.
Would they be able to shrug off in the same way the prospect 
of never being able to drive again? No doubt some would, but
we question 'Whether the average s be Not SO cdddled } :
prepared to lake that big a risk •- or whether his wife^^w^^
iiim. Regarding your recent editorial
people who would persist iri driv-^^^^^^ L^^^^^^ hard facts on business
restraint” in which you make 
reference to Ottawa salaries being 
“really more likc 9 to 10 per cent 
salary increase” rather than the 6 
and 5 “preached”. V 
The ‘‘cuddled civil servants” 
you mcntioricd) w^^
l88ue--:idmifiedi
As there seems to be con­
siderable confusion as to the 
direction of this issue, we would 
like to clarify our position.
calaries are essentiallv limited bv First of all, we totally support 
salaries are es^ntially "rnuecf uy “theory” of the middle
voter-approved municipal and . , . ... ,
u I u ' u . A ^ school concept as it is outlinedschool budgets, and certainly not v . . - _.
u 1 .u 1... „.... lor this school district. Theas harsh as the lot of auto, steel
arid other workers who have had
irig anyway, without a licence. For that minority thcre wditld bc 
no alternative but the long jail terms suggested by the judge — 
but since their numbers would be far fewer the cost would be far 
'less,'' ■i^rially, the i^
society into a different attitude toward the whole matter. Fhe V
the risk of a fine or an accident,might beinoNod to iniei veiie, reality they got less because
knowing that his driving career was al slake, of reduced purchasing power and
Li.'.'because '-L 1;--'.'ir.:1....... .Li'l-t-L'L'iirItXmight not work, blif it should; rie wri 
whtu w
ritoncy taken from them righl off 
the top for payment of benefits
to accept major pay cuts in order 
to have jobs at all, in the face of 
Japanese and European com- 
■■.'petition...,7;






Hugh Curtis has repeatedly 
7 refused to7 give Salt Rpiririg a 
fefercridumf a right specified; in
ability and competance of the 
staff at Mt. Newton School to 
meet academic standards has 
never been questioned. The 
teachers are generally found to be 
very loyal and dedicated to the 
positive growth and development 
of the students at this school.
The statement we are making is 
with regard to spacing — an 
excess at Keating school in 
September and an extremely 
oyercrovyded environment at Mt. 
T^cwtpn, which is resulting in 
rriany varied concerns orpa;fcnts; 
';'';;;As';tKcfc'''afc;';i6;spccificalibris,, 
from the miriistrv of edvtcation 
,■;■ ';, Continued 'on. Page A5
the election campaign 
still in low gear, Premier Bennett 
ran into his first serious obstacle 
lusi'weck.'';,:.;7;;77';'"' ,7: '7.'"''
Figures release by Statistics 
Canada 7 ; showed T^ritisb 
Colupibia’s uncmployrnent for 
the month of March at an all* 
time high since the Great 
'):;,Dcprbssibnvv;.')''":7;;'^-'';7'.
A staggering 15.1 per cent of 
the labor force were but of work 
7by the end of March. Thai’s ail 
increase of nciai'ly half a per cci|t 
from the previous nioriih's 14.? 
fier cent.■■
; Thole figures take on an even 
starker meaning when Ihcy’rc 
tfati'dated j,mo netmtl numbers;;";;'
7'77.;Accbrdirig Statistics'
Canada, 206,000 British 
cotuinbiaiis were out of Avofk at
the end of March; l0,0(to niore
than at the end of February. 
,Tlie'""New;" 'Derribcratic
didn’t waste any time using the 
statistics against the gaverhment, ^ 
;;.the 7 .figui'es,;" "said 7'NDr":1abor.;;, 
'■ciritic,' sltowed'.'SociaiCredii; isn’t
Party''"': "working.' .'li-
“The figures \vhich show the 
number of unemployed has ^ 
increased by 10,000 from last 
month, indicate that economip 
recovery is not happening, 
contrary to the glossy Sbered ad 
■'^'campaign,'”'.shc:said.'7';
j.You cmi't blame jhc NDP for 
exploiting the situation. After all, 7 
we’re til the midst of an election ) 
campaign arid a|l’s fair in love 7 
and war. And make no mistake 
',' about I7it.','There’s,;.:no,love,;;lost,:,,,,'' 
lictwecn the two panics.
The further increase in 
unemployment at n lime of year 
when ihae’s a historic drop in 
the jobless rate is just about the 
worst news the premier coitld 
:; TravcTCccivcd,‘":'':',=.'.v',L:';'4-';';.: 
,7: His entire ";;cnmpaign, ;Ccntrft,S';' 
arovuuficconomic recovery, lie is 
telling British ColiimbianS that 
7;'his,;i!ri'he;b.nly.pany that :can lead" 
' ■ 'them' '-'"out,';-"of,,';"the. recessionary;'J
wildcrncss,'4;';'"'"''"'.'"7"'^'"'‘ .'L',';','
One of the Soerd ads says: 
“The NDP doesn’t work. And 
with the NDP in governmeni, 
chances are you won’t be 
working'cUhcr.” ■'',
In the light of the latest 
unemployment statistics, His 
government isn’t doing so great 
cithcri Arid I have news for the 
ptemier; The Jobless figures will 
go even higher when the students 
start looking for Jobs, ;
in a way, the premier has 
become the victim of his own 
below-the-bcU eleclionecring.Ue 
should have told the people who 
dreametf up the ad warning the 
public that there won’t be any; 
jobs if the NDP gets m JO take 
hike. All the way back to 
Ontario, to Bill Davis’ Big Blue 
Machine from which they were 
recruited. The premier also got 
caught in aribthcr trap which he,
.^him'self;set7'''.;7':',';'',7:';;.'
Remember when he announced 
that he intends to reduce the 
provincial public service by about 
10,000 positions? The an­
nouncement was welcomed by 
many people, Not only Is there a 
great dislike for bureaucrats 
among members of the public, 
but the move was also perceived 
as a genuine attempt to curb 
government spending,
By his own admi.ssion, Bennett 
has ntadc it half-tyay towards his 7 
goal. By attrition, 5,000 Jobs 
have been shaved from the public 
' service.'-":'.,:;.,"'':, ';:7',';.-,:7
Sure it saves mpney, but it also 
has increased uncm|iloymcm. By 
5,tKJ0, there would be 5i0(X) 
more people with Jobs today, had 7 
all the vacancies In the public 
)".:iicrvicebeen replaced.'- l-'/'.""":.'';: 
Like Bin King, the NDP MLA 
7:;.;, :O»,nUnucil'0n,P«gc,AS
electricity) arid o; elieve" tran-v 
sportation, as well as permit 
employees of the company, 
which number almost 50, to work 
in victory gardens and to offer 
their Services for) voluntary war 
'.work'.';"
; 30 YEARS.AGO,„>:,);':;;,;=;."
From the April 29, 1953, issue of 
■''The Review;;:
Hundreds of enthusiastic 
Sidney residents, augmented by 
large numbers from the Canadian 
Gulf Islands and many points on 
the Saanich Peninsula and even 
further afield greeted the arrival 
of SS Princess Elaine on Her first 
call to the Port of Sidney Sunday 
afternoon. The fast ship was 
inaugurating the new ferry 
service which links Vancouver, 
the Islands and Sidney four days 
each week during summer 
■;,'months.'.,':■;,
20 YEAR AGO
From the May 1,7PhS3, issue of 
"';;The Review
Residents Of the area north of; 
Sidney Village boundaryare 
seeking entry into the village. ) 
This is the fourth " area (q look;);
'■ ",;with,;';; fay or7;;,on;";:;the';).;';yill'agC; '7'.;
municipality,
7 Rcsqulions to circulate 
ixjtitions in two areas in the north 
)).:')Sidricy7distHct;| for'entry ;irito'';ihe):)^ 
overwhelminly ap- 
) proved "at a ‘meeting iri^^ N 
Saanich secondary school last; 
Friday evening.
The engineer’s report divided 
the area into three sections for 
sewer purpose. Only two of these 
areas, Lovell Avc,-Uobcrts 
Point, will be petitioned for entry 
■ into'.thc village. ■ .:;';'':4);
"■7:!0,YEAR,SAGO)/;) '";:7::,;'':.));)'7;’;;;),:^):;
FroirrTlie April 25,1973) Issue of 
ThclUvIcw
On April 28, the familiar purr 
of Viscount planes will be beard i 
over Victoria International 
:;),; ))Air port; for, t!ic last tinic.)^':';:,)' 7,;'";'''';7;)'
Air Canada is withdrawing 
the turbo-prop planes which have 
been in service on this const since 
.lanunry, 1961/ and retiring 
almost all of them fromAcrvice. 
Only three ol the i I Viscounts in 
Canada Will still be used. These 
will go to Ontario and the others 
will be' serapped or sold, ending 
an)assocfation with Air iCnnada 
whiclybegari.in': 1955') 7■ 7"....;.
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Continued from Page A4
for middle schools, we can only 
draw from their specifications for 
elementary and junior high 
schools. According to these 
specifications, Mt. Newton 
school is deficient by 3.5 acres of 
playing space for the number of 
pupils in attendance. This 
directly contributes to a unique 
and difficult social environment.
With this in mind, some 
parents question the mandatory 
age of arrival at our middle 
school and are prepared to have 
their children remain in an 
elementary school environment 
for an extra year.
Group of Concerned Parents 
from Keating.
Liberal and NDP staffers and 
candidates. Good luck in your 
campaign and I’m sorry but the 
April 26 Claremont all­
candidate’s meeting is cancelled.
Christina Mader 
10387 McDonald Park Rd.
SPCA says thanks
The annual general meeting of 
the Victoria Branch of the B.C. 
SPCA was held April 9. At that 
meeting a motion was passed to 
recognize the outstanding ser­
vices offered by your paper. The 
membership greatly appreciates 
the free notices that you print to 
inform the public of meetings
and events. It also appreciates 
your accepting for print the 
secretary-manager’s letters to the 
editor on animal concerns. Your 
reporting on animal problems is 
objective and fair. All this is very 
greatly appreciated.
Thank you again for your 
assistance. This great public 
service towards man’s stewar­
dship of animals.




As president of the Cowichan- 
Malahat-the Islands Progressive
Conservative Riding Association,
1 feel it is appropriate at this time 
to make my position on the 
upcoming provincial election, 
clear. Because of the particularly 
delicate state of the provincial 
economy at this time, 1 feel it is 
essential for me to speak out and 
clear up any ambiguity which 
may exist.
As a federal conservative, 1 
have no affiliation with any 
provincial political party. 
However, as a politically aware 
and involved individual, 1 have 
an obvious interest in the state of 
provincial affairs. It is my 
position that 1 am able to support 
candidates who espouse political 
beliefs similar to our federal
party’s positions — support of 
free enterprise and a belief in 
economic solutions arrived at 
through cooperation with the 
private sector, rather than 
reliance on Government.
After evaluating the candidates 
who have offered themselves for 
election in the three provincial 
ridings encompassed by the 
Cowichan-Malahat-The Islands 
federal constituency, 1 find that 
the Social Credit Party has 
presented a platform most in 
harmony with our own policies. 
There fore, 1 am endorsing the 
three Social Credit candidates: 
Hugh Curtis (Saanich and The 
Islands); Brian Lightburn 
(Esquimalt-Port Renfrew);
Graham Bruce (Cowichan- 
Malahat).
1 also wish to make it clear that 
our federal party has no con­
nection with, and does not 
automatically endorse any 
candidates in these three ridings 
who may put themselves forward 






The coverage provided by Tne 
Review in connection with the 
Continued on Page A6
Meeting
cancelled
I would like to take this op­
portunity to extend my thanks to 
John Mika (NDP), Mary Jane 
Lewis (Liberal), John Green 
(PC), and Doug Christie (WCC) 
for their encouragement and 
support during my task of 
organizing an all-candidates’ 
meeting for the Sierra Club. We 
mutually recognized the dif­
ficulty of co-ordinating five 
people’s busy schedule and often 
called one another to freely share 
and exchange information up­
dates those first few hectic days.
The plan almost succeeded. 
However despite 10 Sierra 
Club/Socred conversations (l ean 
provide dates and times) and all 
my RSVP pleas and one lengthy 
conversation with Hugh Curtis 
(Socred) himself, I did hot receive 
a response until April 20 — 10 
day after I first contacted his 
personal secretary.
The answer was a verbal
behavibf. “He has another 
engagement” the voice said. 
“Well, the honourable member 
didn’t when I first invited him!!” 
I replied.
As I said initially — thanks for 
your cooperation: WCC, PC,
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
THURS., FR!. 8:30- 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Prices Effective 











' MAPLE LEAF IRAHD SPESIALS
:SLlCED:^S 1,
Continued from Page A4 
for Shuswap-Revelstoke, said last 
year in a curious mixing of 
metaphors:“The premier im­
paled himself on the horns of his 
■own petard. ’ ’..//I ■
Whether or not the rise in 
unemployment is entirely or even 
partly of his own making, the 
premier will undoubtedly have 
some explaining to do during this 
■;■ campaign;;;'
Watch for the explanations. 
They could be interesting, 
Bennett might point to 
Newfoundland where the 
unemployment figures rose to 
22.5 per cent from 20.9 per cent 
the month before.
He might tell us that things 
could be, a lot worse and that we 
should count pur blessings. ,
; But someone might show him 
the figures for Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan. And they don’t 
make the B.C. figures look so
WINGS................ in.
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In Manitoba, the:uneni- 
ploymenl figurcs l^ll slightly to 
10.8 per cent from 10.9 per cent 
and in Saskatchewan, the jobless 
rate decjreased to 8.4 per cent 
I'roni the previous month’Si 8,7 ■ 
per cent.
The national unemployment 
figure, by the way, is uLso a bit 




Meanwhile, in fairness to the 









: Packed in:Juice,;::;, 777"'":
397 ml (14 0*.)
CAKE MIX
.iNii- adAfes 11 $ 1 69
1 3 lb. 1.36




He didn't cause the slump in the 
world lumber market. 'He didn’t 
^trigger the all-time high uncm-
But neither did Dave Barrett 
I tind his NDP. And if elected to 
government, the NDP won’t 
cause unemployment to rise 
further. To tell the public tltai 
with art NDP govcrnrnent theiu's 
a good chance nobody will find a 
job is not crick'cijn'mybbokisind;' 
any embarrassement caused the 
premier and his party by siich 
'''■"'■'■ tactfes is richly deserved ,■'
Perhaps dean election cam­
paigns arc tod much to hope for 
l'ill''arid'we mayha've'lo,wail untiUhe.:' 
■ll''-contest is.oyci: for sanity to rctur'n'' 
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Continued from Page AS 
Friends of the Library book sale 
held recently was much ap­
preciated.
The splendid support given by 
those who purchased books has 
not gone unnoticed. The funds 
raised will be used towards the 
purchase of display dividers 
which will shortly appear in the 
new premises.
The work of the many 
volunteers who helped in the sale, 
sorting, packing, or selling the 
books, aided in making this book 
sale a worthwhile event.
Thanky you for the op­
portunity to thank all those who 
contributed to the sale.




The Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Club generally and several 
of its members in particular 
deserve thanks and recognition 
for some of their recent public 
service involvements with 
Parkland school.
On Easter Monday, several 
club members provided the 
essential ingredient in making a 
huge success of a salmon bake on 
Sidney Spit at which 25 Parkland 
students hosted 25 students from 
St. Marc des Carrieres, Quebec. 
The Quebec students, who live in 
a small rural village near the St. 
Lawerence River some 40 miles 
upstream from Quebec City, 
enjoyed a week of activities and 
sights in the yictoria/Vancouver 
water trip to Sidney 
Spit and the salmon bake was the 
highlight of their stay.
The student exchange was a 
federal government Open House 
Canada Exchange sponsored by 
the secretary of state. Four 
similar exchanges betweefr ? 
Parkland and Quebec high 
schools have occurred over the 
past few years. All of these have 
been rewarding, even 
enlightening experiences for 
families in the Sidney and North 
Saanich area and for their newly- 
found friends from Quebec.
In other words, proof exists 
that direct person-to-person 
contacts (not political rhetoric!) 
have a positive and constructive 
impact on national unity. The 
help this year by several club 
members definitely contributed 
to the success of this year’s ex­
change, and we at Parkland
An openline show on Saanich Cablevision channel 10 hosted by 
Derek James and featuring Dynatek’s executive vice-president Gerry
Cheney ran 40 minutes overtime and had a large audience.
James says local interest was high. “From the moment 1 opened up 
the lines, calls continued to come in one after the other until 1 cut the 
show off with two callers still hanging on,’’ James says.
During the interview Cheney conlirmed that the minimum wage at 
the Sidney high tech plant will be $7 an hour. Minimum requirement 
for the more than 500 workers to be initially employed is grade 12 or 
equivalent and Cheney defines the equivalent “loosely , James says.
“Cheney’s not really bothered il a guy has dropped out ol school at 
grade 10 as long as he has drive and wants to work — and he doesn t 
have to be the academic type,” he says.
Also announced during the openline show — a recreation complex 
for Dynatek employees which would eventually become an association 
taken over, run and owned by workers, although the company would 
put up the money to get it started.
James says Cheney’s commitment to the recreation complex was 
“firm and pretty clear.’’
James says Cheney also confirmed the result ol the May 5 election 
would make no difference to the company going ahead with plans at 




OPEN TO VIEW SAT. & SUN. 1;30-4:00
class which was selected to perform in si 
studios later than evening.
{received top ntarks of excellent hi each 
^tiiion in dance. Gini Foley instructed
.. cotupeting in 
; ;Murray Sharralt Phot» i v
★ OFFERED THOUSANDS BELOW ASSESSED VALUED
Negotiate' your best deal then' reduce your purchase price, with $3000 free 
Federal Grant. 1 . & 2 bedrooms, Wesiinghouse: appliances,' quality carpeting, 
;v heatilator fireplaces^iensuitejaundry.'.huge balconies (East & West.Exposure). 
;;Excellent,;stbrage/wor!<;shops :;&Cmihutes walk To dovyntown. . Notec Small pets 
allowed. , '
Doug Menzies REALSPAN PROP. LTD. John Colwell
656-3895 388-6454 592-9828
would like to convey publicy our
thanks to the yacht club .
Our thanks goes also to those 
club skippers who ^ve their 
tithe, vessels; hospitality and 
goodwill which made vivid, 
lasting impressions on the young 
people from Qubec. It is also 
appropriate and accurate to add 
that these club skippers and their 
crews unavoidably received many 
positive, humorous and sym­
pathetic impressions of the entire 
group of young people,
We all n
rcniinders that there are many 
fine, hopeful and upstanding 
young people these days. Such 
: young people, unfortunately, do 
not often make headlines for the 
medial Thus, I suggest that much 
; mutual benefit and gain [ were






these yacht cluh skippers i 
1983 (5peh 
;E.\change,
In my role co-ordinaiihg 
skippers and the exchange group, | 
I can vouch for the supportive 
enthusiasm of the skippers and 
their crews.Furthermore, I firmly 
believe their example of surv- 
portivc commitment and public 
' spirited ihvolveiheiit speaks wcll^^ 
of and is typical of a role the 
Sidney and North Saanich Yacht 
Club has in our community. ^ ^ 
Hl{y:{{ii'{':':: John C. Oberg, 
'/Counsellor'
OPEN 8 AM - 9 PM DAILY Phone 652-9271
After Fkk 
club dinner
The Peninsula Christian 
Women's After Five Club plans a 
dinner parly 7«9 p.m. May 2 at 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 
6997”4th St., Sidney. i;Spccia| 
feature -- highUghts to beauty 
With Charlene and Jeanette 
.Iiclping" womeh'^::tUscoVcr'':;,thclr;: 
own unique beauty. Speaker 
Shafon Poflicr, music by Pat 
Lcnaghan. Reservations by April 
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1*5 Asnarted Viirlotfes I
We are in the brake busmessi 
North American Cars
Becreatibn Vehicles
We tJo all the work In o^r own shop!
Corno In boforo May 31, ’83, 
and we’ll do a brake 
safety inspection FREE,
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Try upsets Stelly’s
In high school rugby action the 
visiting Esquimau team scored a 
try during the last play of the 
game to upset Stelly’s 4-3 in a 
hard fought match plaved April 
19.
Stelly’s playing, perhaps their 
best game of the season despite 
the loss, took an early lead when 
lUissell Tribe converted a penalty 
kick in the first mintue of play. 
Strong tackling and excellent 
scninis held Esquimau scoreless 
throughout the game until final
play when they scored the 
winning try.
Stelly’s final game of the 
season is against last-place 
Edward Milne and a win would 
give Stelly’s a play-off berth. 
With 'iv point"; eanh, Clammont 
and Stelly’s are tied for fourth 
place in the 11-team league.
Parkland with 12 points and 
four points back of first place 
Oak Bay are in a three-way tie for 
.second place with SMU and 
Esquimau.
In^pther rugby action April 22 
Parkland defeated Reynolds 11- 
7. Wayne Demerier and Steve 
Parsons each had a try while 
Andy Laurence booted a penalty 
goal.
Claremont got tries from Mike 
Bohnet and Mike Volk While Ted 
Leonard with a conversion and 
Ian Woodcock with a penalty 
goal added other points in their 
13-9 victory over Mount 
Douglas.
• r
A downrigger clinic will be 
held at Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
store; 2485 Beacon Ave. April 23. 
A - representative front Scott 
Plastic will be on hand to service 
and re^ir downriggers.
DISTlieT OF NORTH 
& CENTRAL SAANICH
The FIRE SEASON begins at 8:00 a.m. on Sunday. 
May Tsti 1983. All W
mit obtainable from the lyiuniGipal Hall. 1620 Mills 
Road, Monday to Friday , 8:30 a :ni,; to 4:30 p .:m.
home bato
Holy Trinity Guild plans a sale 
10 a.rh. to noon April 30 in the 
church f hall, corher of West 
Saanich and Mills Rd. Home 
baking, collectibles, plants and 
more. Refreshments.
PERMITS ARE NOT REQUIRED FOR APPROVED IN­
CINERATORS.










stations •! n(ji( (.onUntloij .ustn (cvniso 
'' in({(’liiiniHfn with lotkiiifj f hfdd'Ofvatrti alio ■ 
fhwihh *1M locahdititanf ‘ii:k(!(itOf:>*ld:|)-: ;:' 
iV::;';; indic/itois^loriafiif'sL
:«-t'": •full'range’lone ;Contioi..*4‘way'halant;n 
: roontiois *14 wnliiiriaxllnlinr oulp 
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' ^ariiustahlo shalts fcii hnstallfitinii In 01051- ; . ^
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RarilopFoatures; Slide-load cassotio 
mechanism *510100 balance control *1.001(10(1 
last-forward and eject control •l-M local- 
distant reception switch •Pushbutton band 
soteclion •FM stereo tight •Automatic tape- 
radio chango over circuit *50-13.000 
response *25dB stereo separation *14 watts 
mar stereo power *2" x PA'‘ x5%',’ (dj , ■
:;"•Ad|ustahic,shafts,
2354 Beacon AyeY (Old Btis Dopot)
656-9458
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By Lyall Riddell
Congratulations to Denis . 
Richardson in winning the King 
of The Lanes tournament and 
John Bird who came a close 
second. Also, many thanks to 
Good Fortune, Travel Lodge, 
Odyssia Restaurants and Har­
vey’s Sporting Goods for your 
sponsorship.
Stan Slow, Golden Age 
League, won the Mr. Mikes steak
dinner by bowling 151 POA.
The best of luck to Sharks of 
the Ladies League and Dynamoes 
of the Legion League who have 
advanced to the finals in the 
Province Team Bowl tournament 
to be held in Nanaimo May 15 at 
Fiesta Lanes. “Reno here we 
come!’’
Top bowlers this past week 
were, in the Mermaids League; J. 
Scott 627 (233), J. Armour 604
(223).
Saa. Fun League; Eleanor 
Rus.sell 733 (305), Stan Mobey 
695 (273), Sue Luscombe 674 
(265), Andy Stanhope 668 (257).
Legion; W. White 793 (266), 
K. Oliphant 698 (274), L. R.iddell 
666 (273, R. Nunn 664 (255).
Golden Age; Stan Slow 703 
(258), Lily Burgess 617 (227), 
Tom Lenton 614 (243).
Fastball
season opens
Cyclists from Vancouver Island and lowers 
competing in annual Barney Gingell Memorial Race. Murray Sharralt Photo
. JOSW* 'T'~ ' ,
, 9.^ ^
■^4 •< * ^ V.
The senior men’s fastball 
league officially kicks off the 
season May 1 with three af­
ternoon games and opening 
ceremonies at Sanscha. At noon 
Hotel Sidney will play Prairie 
Inn, Peninsula Merchants battle 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods at 2;30 
p.rn. and Victoria Junior 
Athletics meet Travelodge at 4:30 
p.m. Opening ceremonies are at 2 
p.m. in between games.
UALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME 
LIVE ABOARD?
46 FT. CHfllS CRAFT HOUSEBOAT, Commanci 
Bridge, 16 ft. beam. Twin 327 Chris engines. 
2-VHFs,1-CB, sounder, compass, 2 anchors, 
electric winch. Hot water furnace & electric heat. 
QV2 KW generator. All electric galley with TO Cu. 
Ft. frig./freezer. 8 track stereo., 8 ft. Sport Yak.
Asking WyOOCI — accepting offers
112 594-80SO or il2-684 ?n2 Loc. 212
Peninsula Merchant player slides safely into second base during Ice Breaker tournament 
April 23 at Sanscha. Ice Breaker is warm-up tournament for upcoming senior men's fastball 
league which starts league play MayM. Miiria> sivjrratt PhoUi
please give generously when the Red Shield 
volunteer canvasser calls. If you would like 
to help put by being a canvasser yourself. ^
please phone campaign headquariers; ^ p
Please help the Red Shield ^pecil
Hmrn' ®.......
7S9 PANDORA AVE. 
3S6-6304
! 5_> l-f Mr’f
! _ ^ -H _J
SL Michaels University School 
wbri the Vancouver Island Rugby 
Championship tournament April : 
U3 defeating Claremont 21-6 ifi 
the final at Juan de Fuca Park, 
i P r e V i o U s 1 y u n d e fe a t e d 
Claremont advanced to the final 
■ by knocking off Barby of 
: Nanaimo 11-4 while SMU, also 
undefeated, demplished Lake
Cowichan 53-0.
Gavin Dry did most of the 
damage with two tries while team 
mates Brian Bogdanski with one 
try and Garth Rees with three 
converts and a penalty goal 
added other points for SMU. 
Larry Andrews with two penalty 
goals replied for Claremont.
If you're a registered provincial voter, you'll recave a "You are 
registered" card in themail. the back, upper-left corner shows your 
electoral district and polling division— use it to check the location pfyour 
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by mary kierams
Isak Oinesen By Judith 
Thurman
One doesn’t think of Isak 
Dinesen as having had a life, 
exactly. The voice that narrates 
Seven Gothic Tales, 'Winter’s 
rales — even the apparently 
autobiographical voice of Out of 
Africa, her memoir of running a 
Kenyon coffee plantation in the 
1920s — is to pure, too calm, too 
remorseless, too unearthly to be 
anything but the voice, as one of 
her friends wrote “of a sibyl, 
3,000 years old, who had dined 
with Socrates.”
This is the Isak Dinesen of 
literary legend, the famous old 
Danish writer who chose to write 
in English, who hobnobbed with 
aristocrats, who claimed to live
on nothing but oysters, white 
grapes and champagne. She 
stares at us obliquely in the many 
famous photographs of her — an 
elegant death’s head, emaciated, 
wrinkled, pale, with luminous 
kohl-ringed eyes, and an ironic, 
mysterious smile.
But of course she did have a 
life, and as told by Judith 
Thurman in this brilliant, 
massive and definitive biography, 
it reads like the rough draft of 
one of her own tales.
Africa, Dinesen would one day 
say, was her “real life”. It was 
there that she found, among her 
Somali and Kikuyu servants, the 
nobility, grandeur, and ironic 
sense of life that she believed 
modern civilization had
destroyed in Europe.
It was there too that she met 
the great love ofher life, saw her 
4500-acre farm go bankrupt, and 
discovered she was doomed to 
lifelong syphilis contracted from 
her husband.
This fate along with the sudden 
death of her lover 4tove her, at 
age 46, with her life in ruins, to 
write. She chose her pen name 
with panache: “Isak” means 
“the one who laughs”.
Judith Thurman has written a 
model biography. It is scholarly 
without being pedantic, and 
sympathetic — even loving — 
towards Dinesen while resisting 
the myths Dineson created 
around herself when she had won 
worldwide fame.
Her portrait of the aged 
Dinesen is unsparing, but 
Thurman never loses sight of the 
gaiety and bravery that coexisted 
along with the snobbery and 
grandiosity.
Best of all, Thurman never 
loses sight of Dineson as a writer, 
and her discussions of the stories 
are full of literary and 
psychological insight. Thurman 
has stripped away Dinesen’s 
mask, but — in an irony Dinesen 
would have appreciated — the 
truth turns out to be the best tale 
of all.
Isak Dinesen is available 
through the Sidney-North 
Saanich or Central Saanich 
branch of the regional library.
Sidney Lions are raising funds on behalf of a North Saanich 
school youngster whose eyesight is deficient. They’re selling $1 
lottery tickets with a grand prize a piece of fine silver valued at 
$ 1,500 on today’s market.
Lion spokesman Andy Andrews says the Wesley Thomas 
Benefit has been approved by the boy’s parents who want their 
son to be able to finish school.
The aids we have to buy are not available through the school 
system, Andrew explained.
Tickets are available at The Review, 2367 Beacon; Andy’s 
Auto, 2412 Bevan; through all schools in the district or from any 
Lions member:
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030: Resthaven Drive, Sidney, 
is open 9 a;m^-4:30 :p.m. \yeek- 
days,: 7-9' evenings and 1-4 p:rh. :: 
Saturdayj andiSuhday. Lunches; 4 
'tea, coffee, cards, library', 
billiards, wide variety craft 
classes, recreational activities, 
languages, trips and much more.
If you are 60 or better Silver 
Threads would like to hear from 
you. Call 656-5537.
Coming events:
May 4 — Jim and May Oak- 
hiari; I)iscussipn by Dr, R. 
..awrence.
; M ay 5 — Mas sage the ra py
May 8 -— Mother’s Day ■ :
May II -- Planning a 
vegetable gairden (Dick Keepence)^
May 14 — Massage workshop, 
J0a.m.-4 p.mf"--:';
May 18 -— Seranaders,
Volunteer Corps meeting '
' May 23 •— Vietprid Day - 
centre clpsed
May 25 —- Cpncert — to be 
announced
May 28 - • Spring bazaar
WITH
, Did you know we provide 
the toilowing?
*9-5 answering service. 5 days a
week
*9-9 answering service, 7 days a
week
*24 hr. answering service. 7 days a
week




‘Direct telephone;advertising service 
'4SecLirity alariTi service ''
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Resthaven Ol Sidney 
SERVICES
Ql JOaiiir /. ’Satui day study 
1 ihOaaii:':v l:: '■ WoistiijV
7:30p III: v:::. A/Vodiiesrlay 
' ■ Ptayor
At l Wl WtaCDMI-
Pasloi Nl A Atwood 
a ^556-7^^^^ a /
5t
Ano U can CHu i'c H
MlC86 -3rd Sll 7 
IV
St. Philip & SI James':
gattl'lKITt,,5^
rr4,5 a iiily a a Moini^ Orayoi'
■ ■ (S S NuisihvI 
:i,GotleoJ'inio, 
t'fOO da'tf
Rev: David Ptillcf 
lAIIWolcomol
7008 W Saanich Rd. 77 
Brentwood Bay
10:00a.m ... SundaySchool 
11:00am, Family Woiship 
.7:00pah/- ; Eivening Fellowship
:l-'a':.:-;F'':-'"-Wednesday
7'3pp,[nBible Study 
i ;and Prayer Meeting
Pastor V.Nordstrorn
::;:a Friendly Family Church: z:' 




10030Third St,, Sidney 
5.o6p,ni.a .;Satiirday Mass 
I0:30han ; ' Sunday MilSG
ANGLICAN
PARISH CHURCH
792 Soa Dr Brentwood Bay 
JoKus Chilst IS loid”
^ IV
a 00 a'nV, ' h: Tlolv Communion 
’' Sumlav bciiboi 
:,:''':'''ANuistiry 
::7::oop ma :v': ‘, :a Servicttol 
■ ;: Goinmiirilonwilii praise A
Praver : Collcib FellnvVship 
Rov, Alistair P Potrld :





Pasloi EiniQ Kratotii 
Phono 477-8470
wta.G0Mf.
5506 0ld(iuldRri. P 
i'/sundays/:,
9 't5a:m ; ’ FamilyHour'
1 LOOa.ni:::v.. ;Worship
5:00 p.rn;: .a ,: Evening Service
Wodiiesday
/;30pa;n' HomeBiljle Studies









6:00 p.m. /, V: Evening Seryich




Keating Elementary School • 






pastor tearu' Ross lAltbn
(652-2659), Cecil: Dickinson 
:(652;-3301 ): aDavici; 'Rice 













Ei/nty Fnilay :430 n in
::'T|eF'?Vuy::;Y/iiiiasu::r'::::Gsiutyc:
$a^lor^s^::^luirch
Cor Cathflilno smtTtonry Sts
; 7925 East Saanich Rd. / ; 
Saatiicliliin (upp. Fair Oiountis)
SUNDAY
:9 :H).i.m SniKkiVSriiool
•'1 i "'Ide ‘tii Mi'rnfu'tni Shnyirfi
'fdiilyth::FEvfeiijtigAdrirthsiy
a:;,,;:;'::':'; '//'One Bihle,'Many
' Churchen: Why?(iffittn*"*"*-"'”***..  'T TTi'iinmiiiniKii iiiiimiii
UNITEDCHURCH
I SiONEYi NORTH SAANICH y 
REV. R. HORIPRATT 
0(1. 656-32)3 Ros 6561930
ST JOHN'S
10990 West Saanich Road
9'30a.m.
2410Malaviow : :
1:1 ;pdaaru'y:";;:::f4iTiiiySei vice 
h'j,:' anddimrlay'Schooi;
Mills Rd. &W. Saanich Rd.
St. Philip & St, James
8:00 a,m, ., :.Eucharist 
id:00a.rn;,Eucharist 
; : y Church School
10:00a.rn: : ; . .HolyEucharist
TIio Rev D, Mallns.^
Roctoi 656-3223
Anglican Church ot Canada y
:
1934 Cultra Ave. 
Saanichton
'y'vTASTER ^IV ■̂ 
St. Philip a St. James
10:00 a.m. . 7 .;::Communion 
10:00 a, nt,
Everyone Welcome 
JlBv, Canon f. Bailey
UNITEDCHURCH
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev Melvin H, Adams
OR 6S2-2713 R0S.4T7-2B35
SHADY CREEk
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:a7
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Il 'OOa.m , , .FamilyWorship 
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■':''";'''';^Woi.)RFRiFNDl.v'''"::'::7:
::: : C0MMUNITV;CHURCH7 I
''" ■ SIDNEY'/-'^'
PENTECOSTAL'
10364 McDonald ParltHtL' 
■7:/ :''R0V7.V'.Tlsilalle'Pli«)ff:7‘':
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Neighbors HWiflW
back
Clearance items in limited 




Some 40 people jammed 
Central Saanich council chamber 
Monday night to suport a request 
by Ralph and Gordon Michell, 
who put forward a new plan 
which they hoped would provide 
council with a way to legalize the 
use of their Island View beach 
property as a recreational vehicle 
park.
Bur council turned down the 
new proposal which included a 
request for summer crecreation 
permit for a five-month period 
commencing May 1, for a 
maximum of 45 spaces for 
recreational vehicles, to be 
reviewed for the official com­
munity plan in 1984.
Former alderman Percy Lazarz 
spoke in favor of the request. “If 
a temporary permit is issued, 
then council can look at the use, 
under a strict control basis,’’ he 
said.
Laurie Abel from Victoria said 
people using the Island View 
beach kept the beer bottles picked 
up and the tin cans off the beach.
“We run a tight ship, our rules 
are kept and we provide back-up 
for the police patrols at the 
beach,’’ Flora Michell said. 
“Give us a permit and we will 
look after it.’’
Clerk Fred Durrand said 
temporary zoning was not 
alloweid, and Aid. George 
: McFArlane told people that 
“technically and legally this can 
not be done. Council hasn’t the
Peninsula chamber of commerce 
for a temporary permit to
the' Visitors Information Centre 
on the cornor of Keating Cross 
Road and West Saanich Roads, 
on the Esso Station property, was :
McFarlane thaf^ Sooke electoral 
area be included in the Capital 
Region plan;
The blasting bylaw was given 
final reading, the sign bylaw was 
given two rcadings ? and wilLbe 
sent to tile m un icipa 1 law yer for
: A money bylaw’ authorizing the 
bbrrowing o f up 16 $4,0.36,956 to 
ineet the current expenditure of 
the municipality was questioned 
by .McFarlane, w'ho objected to 
rushing it through, lie asked that 
notice of motion be given before 
bylaws are introduced.
Aid; Earle Tabor reported the 
hew Vancouver Island Regional 
Library headquarters buildng 




Hear the action 
with Patrolman^ 
CB-60 portable
Our best! Tunes AM, 
FM, aircraft, weather, 
UHF/VHF action and 
40 CB channels. AC 





Clearance. Save on SGR-4 stereo port 
able “Stereo-Wide” improves stereo
r-N__1. rr,it/OC Aiitrsound. Deck has built-in mikes, Auto-
Level. Auto-Stop. AG or 6 “C” cells.
yv c naytU’t tne autnority lo say 
this party will be exempt, that 
one will not.” The request for a 
temporary permit was denied. ; ;
Aid. Ron Guilis said it was 
regrettable but council could only 
deal with the rezoning of the . 
Michell property. He said he 
hoped the Michells would not 
give up. I hope when v/e look at 
the community plan we can. 
explore this further’’ he com­
mented.
In,, other council bu.siness, a 
request , from- the. Saanich I ,
Nova "PRO 
headphones
Enjoy priyatG stereo 
listening, Wide dyna­
mic range and stereo 
■. ' separatiorv,,plus'20- ^
+ 1 20,000 Hz response for 
: great sound, Volume 
a ; and balance controls.
A 33*foot commercial fishing 
boat sulTercd extensive damage 
April 21 when it caught fire south 
of Halibut Island near Sidney 
Island and later sank in spile of 
the efforts of four rescue vessels.
Two brothers, occupants of the 
fishing boat, escaped munjured 
;"Ahcn:ythcy'; bdard^dA'3'';,^niali y''' 
aitirnlriurn skiff and; drifted to 
Halibut l.sland.
Mike Woods, in a provincial 
emergency program rescue boat, 
Ayas the
'"^Arrive''ai':;fhc ’ seeiiCApf' iKtLnre^at'’::; 
'r''A'55;'PunL .HC'datcrMransportcd' j, 
:A:A:The':’-lwo;'4ncT»,v;;Wike;"and:A,Bill?:A 
’;ifB<K0lasbf:Delta.1i.€;.,i6,Swartz:f;:' 
^yBay^whcrc vlicy;caught aj'crryjp;';,; 
the mainland.
that wenii to the 
rescue were the Vita 11 owned by 
B.C,. Lifeboat .Sociu;, member 
livend Matiagwi and ili*. ‘'in 
downer owned by .lim ConiiMri. 
who put out the fire.
'''A''C0Ct'it'’2;t»hrrt;'Vr*AH' towed tho'j''’'''
later sank.
;; ;cause;0 f A lb
been determined and it ih tnii ^ 
known if the boat was iaiuictl,
;Gar’StereO:cassette::
'■'Ki,-'
Ideal for sports cars and sub- ;
, ^ ^compacts—’ mounts under dash; ;




Color Eagle II for superb reception. 
Range*: 18 b miieaVHF; 110, miles (;M;;
Factory pre-assefnbled. 15-8654
:'Gslihiftltnl r«ng<s8;;,bii»yft on nicil'pllon ovi'f tliil opnn "crr«'ri
CoffmHlflCft Has molded case that
. fits easily in pocket ;;
qUSnZ or purse. LCD display.




AM/FM stereo Mate. Lightweight 
and rugged. 1/8" phone jack. Uses 
3"AA"'cells. Requires headhones 
(not incl.). Catch the savings!
Salepri
near you.
’ il'r .1011^.1*1 Unnfk Mrin.| snri »r«nidi'fnitumurfi lit riAiticirmtino Aiitnoii/i*il -..iUmVi
I WTl Win ’til'll,I# n Main i-i iwMjxrtji ^n.' f
/hovk7#’ IF ihst mintfmijrrrlit h'h.'rutjU'r*'
S»i*iiCnr.WM(Dfiiif.#) .('liltm*yoht)iinihitlullH«(linShiifV ■ iiniO»» uumi wiaw
i.nn Wn not ImhM Inf IVp.‘>'«l»0t'tt:»l ntim AH rtviiiiftMirt Imdrtmiri* «fe IHf*
rh ......... ....................................
f l f*firop*itvo1 -
. 2496 BEACON AVE.- 656.5771
^'utotms o«iiv




AU. AT COMPETITIVE PRICES





Sidney Twiriers did well at recent Miss Victoria Open contest at George Pearkes Arena with 
eight girls finishing within top three places in their age groups. Twiriers left to right (front 
row), Jaycin Cross, Shervic Haque, (second row) Samantha Ehiirne, Dawn Savinac, 1 racy 
Heim, Trecsa Rooney, Brandie Herrick, Kim Culder, Megan Cross, Allison Colder, (back) 
Tara Whitford and teacher Pam Nishet.
J s.' ■''I J
Sewage stench v : : Sidney■ : 
Provincial Gonrt
Kf The peace and tranquility of a 
couple’s retirement home in 
Sidney is being ruined with 
unpleasant odors from the 
' nearby sewage treatment plant on 
Lochside —but it would costs $4 
i million to upgrade the plant and ; 
twice that figure to move it and 
share in a joint plant at Pat Bay 
Airport with North Saanich.
Mr and Mrs. l.W. Keepence/ 
2348 Schooner Close, wrote 
council they couldn’t stand “the 
stink of this abominable sewage
Joseph G. Sylvester, 20, 1427 
Beach Drive, Saanichton, was 
se nte need 16 14 day s i n j a i 1 by 
Judge R.B. Allan April 19 in; 
Sidney provincial - cpu>'l t 
pleading guilty, to driving while
over .08 alcohol level: It was 
Sylvester’s second conviction.
On April 21 Charles Andre: 
: R ti est, 18; 25015 ho r eacres Rd.
> Pleaded guilty to ^impaired 
driving and was fined $350. ; ;
In early 1982 the couple 
organized a petition which was 
^ by 16 residents in the area
and sent to the Capital Regional 
District. The answer was “un- 
but it did appear 
that for severalmdnths after4h 
letter the smell was^^^^ f^^
Keepehce writes,
He complains the “smell has
A solid record of service and leadership. A commitment 
to restore responsibility in government and to build the 





days” and after being shunted 
from one department to another 
“is back to square one , . .’’
Mayor Nonna Sealey said the 
plant was operating in excess of 
it.s range at times and “there will 
be otiors from time to time.’’
The mayor said iri 19827 the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences xvasA 
thought (o be causing a problem 
and with chemicals coming into 
the sewage system periodically 
from the industrial area there 
were ‘htpseis’’. ‘‘VVhenever that 
happens there will be odor.”
A meeting some , time ago 
bet ween Sid ney " and Nort Iv 
Saanich cdiinciV CRD 
rcprcscutafivcs : and7 ilte \vasie 
manageiitcnty brandV j djscus^ 
■;tlie;,‘:pqssibiliiy':':,of7:a7^ 
sev/age plant for the two 
municiimliUB, hQvvcvcrv^
; said (the response at ythat time 
j fir()m North SaaiticlVi W 
layorablc, nmiiily because that" 
■"comici ffytyas'7; work in gC:;ptT 
gonitnutiiiy plan rcvisiott A’hich^^ 
now dI awing to a close, 
i 7Ald. Jim l.atig itdictl thal^^w^
■ Sidney's population on the in*;
; crease thd sewage treattneht plant;
would be even more ihadcqtinlc: 
'’7Ald;r;:Ajynt'7;;Caldcr;':‘'SUggcstcd,: 
North I Saanich councif be con­
tacted anti a me?llh(’ he arranged 
';:with7'JliC'7 wtn4c/''':mmtaBen\et|l:^ 
branch to discuss the problem. 7 
yi;,:y,0I' realize.The; cost; is'Colossal:; 
but ;samethhtg ttiust.be done7 hC" 
said.
; In Other news:
John Mika will work local governments and local 
biisiness on projects that will create jobs now.
•C'f nncil agreed to give
' fit V O r a hi c c on si d Cr a i i 0 n'’ t b a
plan for a ttcighborhood pub at 
the corner of Henry Ave.;and 
^Onlaran Rd. '*7 .'7"7'r'
’• A'bylav.;wiltbcpreiMWCd fofn' 
^;Toning:;'chafige"'Tor'll'' proposed, 
shoirping inall lo be IniHi ad* 
laceni to (he ; Travelodae > on 
Ikacon/ The ideyelopery Kipot
Out SI rn c t lo n, ' ha s re tines ted a
'■ change;,"'jp;';,'T.'’; zoning :;;t.o,'":7at»
. c<3mhtbda{c;iftstallatibn;;bf a.'im
bar m the mail.
revitalization of downtown Sidney 
helping start the development of the
assisting the expahsibn of the 
Panorama Leisure Centre
^establishment of an environmentally sound
John Mika has the experience; the knowfledge; tho 
energy anb the dedicatiba tl ba the best MLASaa^^ 
and the Islands has ever had. If you agree, call one of
CAMPAIGN OFFICES
UANICH; Snanlch CentO; 727-3555 
IDHEY: 2473 Beaenn Avemw, 656 0796 
AHOESr Mwmt's: Mall, 537-5233 '
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BY PAT MURPHY
Perched on the side of a huge 
gravel pit and flanked, by a 
growing industrial area, Mount 
Newton middle school just 
doesn’t have enough land around 
it for the recreational use of the 
500-odd students it contains. It is 
an undesirable location for a 
school and Saanich school board 
recognizes this fact.
But, what can the board do 
about it, trustee Gerry 
Kristiansen asked at Monday 
night’s meeting. It is highly 
unlikely the provincial ministry 
of education is going to give 
jjermission for a new school and 
certainly not in the next five or 10 
or 15 years.
The delegation of militant 
parents from Keating-Mount 
Newton area which has been 
attending school board meetings 
for the past couple of months, 
was present again Monday night 
about 30 strong. And again there 
was confusion about their-reason 
for being there.
However, the consensus 
seemed to be dissatisfaction with 
the facilities at Mount Newton 
and its location rather than 
disenchantment with the middle 
school concept and the fact that 
youngsters were projected into 
higher grades before they were 
ready.
Both concerns have been aired 
at recent meetings and discussed 
by school board committees who 
have ordered an opinion poll of 
parents concerned and are now 
tabulating replies.
In additiori the boa 
planning committee will meet 
: with Claude Butler and 
; owner of the adjacent v
? gravel: pit,ytO; discuss the 
possibility of: establishing a 
playing field oh a portion of the 
pit bottoih. And another meeting 
will be held with the ad­
ministration of Mount Newton to 
discuss ways of making better use 
of present school grounds.
Len Box and Vic Norstram 
were two parents who appeared 
before the board Monday night. 
Norstram was “appalled at the 
orientation of- Mount- Newton
might have been possible to get 
action.
The matter was referred back 
to the board educational 
directions committe..
; FUlbiHER & WeLGESEN LTD. j
v General Comractors'
::fcociog&Waierworks :
' f’ '6859 VeyanesaRoad











Phil recently left Butler Bros. Fenc­
ing and comes to us with years of 
experience in the fencing Industry.
You Can Call 
PHIL at
school’’ which, he said, forced 
students into association with 
other youngsters in the middle 
school environment before they 
were ready.
Both, men said that, their 
children were unhappy in the 
Mount Newton atmosphere and 
both admitted the facilities in the 
school, or rather the lack of 
facilities, were partly responsible.
T h e m i d d 1 e s c h o o 1 c o n- 
figuration was; arrived atr said 
trustee Gerry Kristianson, after a 
lot of thought and .-study and ; 
consultation : :with^^ and
teachers. It seemed to meet the 
needs of youngsters from 
pubescence : onward and feed­
back, up until recently, had been 
, very good.
Suddenly the concept is being 
challenged and the board was 
faced with the problem of trying
to decide objectively what had 
gone wrong and how' the damage, 
if any, could be repaired.
Well, said parent Lyn Hen­
derson, therewas damage. So 
much so that she enrolled her 
daughter in a private school in 
Victoria—- something she would 
never have done if Mount 
Newton had been meeting the 
youngsters; needs. Many other
parents w'ere doing the same 
thing.
Agreeing the school was in a 
poor location, trustee Rubymay 
Parrott said the board had 
, had little or no support from 
North Saanich council n
relocating the school. Fur­
thermore, if parents had added! 
their voice some years v ago it
9786 n 2M Street 656-7536




•WHOLE SALMON : t
HOMEMADE: Beef, Pork & Banger Sausage
'll-
FAMOUS CHKdDROIlEQ STEAKS
' Enjoy our Salad Bar 
TAKFOUTionOERS;,: .
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL , 
12321 Beacon Avo.
i RCsraURaHT ,.,
' IN Ti% "T^f^/dooi "ff
Fifst Clan Meals • Fail Sefvice
nmrLYtmimiNMm
■iREDDl-GHlF
CHICKEN: RIBS, BUBGERS, SOFT ICE CREAM ; r ^
WEDNESDAY
12 pc«s Chicken, large Wedgies, mcri. Coleslaw - reg. $14.00 ONLY 
0PEN:M0N,-Ffl|. 11 . B. SAT, 11:30 • 8, SUN, iZ • 8
98lU:Mlh:,street,
un
When it comes to dining out,Our . 
readers do more than'anyone! Let 
helRiyduiplan .aniappropfiate::'!^^:^ 




lor FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
MohMo Fri,! .O'nm"' 9 pi 'i ' i.i 
Stil. 0 am.'1(1 pin;Sun v 9 am-gpin |
6564115 2359 Beacon Ave;
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By PEGGIE ROWAND
as a social disgrace and lengthy prison terms will be handed out 
— but why hasn’t that day come already?
Judge Stephen Denroche — the second longest serving judge 
in the provincial courts — posed that question to Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce Thursday.
And he gave the answer.
“Because you — the public — are sending us a message that is 
not what you want.’’
One reason is the cost. It costs $18,700 to keep one person in 
jail for a year. Last year there were 18,165 convictions for 
driving and drinking but only 3,500 people were jailed. The rest 
were fined.
“Unless the priority is building much bigger jails, judges 
cannot be expected to impose heavier sentences,’’ Denroche 
said.
And those convicted were a cross section of the public, and 
included the most respected in their communities.
“What sort of message does that bring to judges?’’ Denroche 
queried.
And then there’s the case of “Fred’’ who’s at a party where 
the host is being generous and Fred’s a little happier than usual.
Again, Denroche posed questions. “What do you say? Take it 
easy, take the back road, Fred,’ or ‘Put one foot inside your car 
and I’ll call the police’.’’
Public attitudes, Denroche said, “tells us impaired driving 
isn’t really so bad, Fred’s really a nice guy.”
And as long as that is the attitude, heavy sentences won’t 
work, he said.
When marijuana was first introduced it was a novelty and 
people were jailed six months for possession — there were no 
fines, the judge said. “But did it stop people smoking pot in 
B.C.? No, because a significant number of people didn’t agree 
(sic). That’s why it (jail term) doesn’t work.’’
Denroche said it was not the function of judges to change 
public opinion — that was the function of politicians and the 
media. But it was the function of judges to follow public 
; opinion.-
He reminded his audience, “Judges are listening carefully to 
the messages you are sending every day.’’
Special tea celebrating 
Volunteer week drew 
crowds to Margaret 




The Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce will host 
an all-candidates meeting 7:30 
p.m. April 27 at Sanscha Hall.
By June Green - In other news:
The new Tod Inlet develop- “Butler Brothers have
.■.i”
; ment plan was discussed at a dedicated land worth $35,000 for 
.-Central Saanich.subdivision,and ,, the completion of Keating Cross 
zoning committee meeting held Road. Hill moved a letter of 
Monday. thanks be sent to them.
Should the chairmanship be “Aid. Dick Sharpe asked for 
turned over to the Capital comments on Butler Brothers
Regional District, as the new plan gravel pit reclamation study. He
envolves three areaSj with about said he would like to ask the staff
900 acres of property in to get some ball park figures fora
unorganized territory of the complete engineering study
Langford electoral district, d dealing with sewage treatment;
- small acreage in Saanich and gathering capacity, drainage
more than 200 acres in Central problems, majorv ; road 
Saanich? development? back-sloping.
Aldermen agreed“we don’t grades, and treatment of critical
want any development here that areas. “They are waiting for a
we don’t have control of’’ letter from council telling them
Mayor Dave Hill said he what is required.’the said.
^ ‘Midn’t want to tell them not to Council asked the clerk to look 
look at it, but this municipality up the letter that had been sent at
would not turn anything oyer to an earlier date, outlining the steps
them (CRD) in regard to plan-l that would have to be taken to
ning and development.’’ I don’t reclaim land in the gravel ex­
think it would be legal, he added. traction area.
Committee chairman, Aid.
George McFarlane said that it 
looked like the developers might 
get going without making a 
formal application.
“It’s still going to come down 
to rezoning and changes to the 
community plan' ’ Hill said.
“First; fhey should make ap- 
plicatioh?hcrc, and that is thc^^^;^) 
stand 1 will take at the CRD
Registered voters who have disabiSities which prevent them from
the hours of 1:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M.* on APRIL 28, 29 and 30.
Please remember to bring your "You are Registered" card and two 
pieces of personal identification.
^Pacific Daylight Time
















La Lcche League of Sidney 
!; liiyites new^^ a
to a meeting 8 p.m. May 
4 at 9486 Glcnclg Ave., north off 
Bradley Dyne. Topic "- Baby 
Arrives -- The Family and the 
Breaslicd Baby. Fdt more in­






, , Tlic Sidney^ branch of 11,c: pid
Age Pensioners will meet ,1 ;30 
p.rn. May 5 at Silver Threads 
Centre, 10030 Resthaven Drive,
' Ticketfi?nvai1nhle 'for'-(r;oii«*iday;;











So nice when somebotjy else says you’m good. Mean
earned it. And it’s because of sahsfiecl clients
Davey that peter Srnith was "re
World International c()nventlon lor his sales^^^p^^
because of the concern and understanding^^^^^^W
like Peter apply to their: daily job? No :mattei" W
estate needs, call Realty World Sidney Realty today and let
Peter’s knowledge and experience work tor you.'
BUYINa or SELLINa let Sidney’s Realty Wdrtd tea^
- ■■
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: Brighti8f spacious contemporary: Wm and den. Sunken
living room with fireplace^ large dining; rdorn with it’s own,storage: 
seatV; kitchen-eating 'area^with mak :Cabinets. Downshars has^ t^
with tireplace and wet bar, bedroom;& bath.;Loads ot storage. 2 car attach­
ed garage. To: view please cali:^^:> :
HELEN OR WELLS HOOKER
IViONTREAL TRUST GO. of CANADA 656-3924
PRICE REDUCEPP:$220i0P0 00:
FANTASTIC VIEWS — 1.27 ACRE WATERFRONT
Moorage at your doorstep, Home over 2000 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, family 
room, den and workshop. Boat house. For further details contact;
DARLENE PEDERSEN 656-1881




landscaped, mature trees and,valley views, Two bedrooni cusioirv Lindal 
home on three levels has sauna and large outdoor hot tub, Separate double ; 
garage':and‘ample'parklng'area;;r;,a:::T:::"':;:::';
6S6-3924 ; 652-3634
656-3924 WELLS HOOKER 652-3634
SUPER FAMILY HOME IN EXCELLENT LOCATION
Features 4 bedrooms and hvp baths. Family room, 1 bath, 1 bedroom, 
workshop and laundry area in basement.-Well tandscpaed with lenced yard : 
in very nice neighbourhood.;':allPhis:within> walking:distance'Of.shopping;: : 
schools and bus Reduced to $88,500.




Clean as a'whistid 3 BR'homo on quiet cul-de-sac close tn Sidney: Four ap­
pliances' included in the: asking price. Make: your offer. Reduced to
'474:gon:\,:'':L;:
anhette'WALls''
656-4891 (HOME) 656-3924 (OFFICE)
spacious 3 bedroom inlaw sbito, CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENI . 
JOHN HOPPER ^ ^ $289,000.00. 656-4506
MONTREALTRUST CO. Ol CANADA
; :ls slluated.,on ;Siipor:hai|};u:fe'in;prostigious location .close lo marinas and 
t'ocean: Airtight move ill lafgmfarnlly;room. Fully fenced back yard: Many ay-■ 
iras :including central vacuunL^systom. .Great ;yali.m at; $143,000.00,: For 
more informalion'pleaso call,' ,F Y '
ANNETTE WALLS T : 65B-4I391




leadLto, living"room withTireplacecdiningroomiandikitchenyUpperleveLhas;::^ 
3 bedrooms and bath. Downstairs has lamily room with fireplace. 4th 
bedroom and > bath;: sauna, laundry area and workshop. Extensive use .of 
■ flowering shurbs-on this wll landscaped property.: Priced at: $1.95,000.:. 
Please call;
hIeN or WELLS HOOKER 652-3634
MONTREALTRUSTCO. of CANADA 656-3924
SPANISH STYLE HOME
This immaculafe.:home is .situatfid on. .20 acre, in a quiet cul-de-sab, 
Features large living room, separate dining room, kitchen with eating area,:, 
three,bedrooms,, large rec, room with tireplaco and a den, All drapes and 2- 
fireplace inserts inciudod, 2 car carport. Asking $123,000, To vievf please: 
;call:':Y :■ c,::::::-::
HELEN HOOKER or WELLS HOOKER 652-3634
MONTREAL TRUST : : : ; 656-3924 J
;;l,;v,;';:;;;;L'.,:::L;;;,';;,dean PARK
...YSpacioiis hbmo with extra living room and dining room. Situated :on;a very.: 
, private: parkliko lot with mature shrubs and tiee.s: Lxcoiloni locations,close, 
to Panorama Loisiiro Centre and all amenities $165,000.00, Must ho soon, 
ANNETTEWAILS Y
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Corvine Donaldson is com fortable and attractive in this put Joanne Williams models smart jacket and skirt with high- 
necked blouse, accented with string beads.
Easy-to-wear dress wi 
on Ursula Forrester. Murray SharreU Photos
msmms
Models walked and swayed to a packed house April 18 at St 
Elizabeth Church Hall on 3rd St., Sidney, displaying spring and 
summer clothes and shoes from stores.
Elegant evening gowns, smart dresses, skirts; blouses,; two- 
piece suits and beach wear were modelled by 12 women in a 
fashion showjruh by the church’s tadies ,Group in conjunction ^ 
with Sidney merchants.
Featured were fashions from Gat’s Whiskers, Town Square^ ’ 
Shoes, Pink Kitten and Classic Tlbwers; Paul’s House tof? * 
Portraits participated and Lann Copeland of Brentwood'sup­
plied the music.
The third annual church show was co-ordinated by Mrs; Rita 
Kipot and Carmen Gillevet.
Varathane liquid plastic is a clear plastic coaling that' '^providos; a lough. Slain tesisianl ishleld on wood andi “ imetal surlaces. Use it on paneling, lurniture and even , ,: ,haid-wear areas like (loots to prolecl and beautity. Avail-, able in high gloss or satiri, Varalhane adds years to the lile : arid beauty of your home.
LlaUIO PLASTIC
*^A8TIQUE LIQUI*’^
t\ , Batin bi r.r-a
Ai^rathane!'
A versatile iamily ot high quality coatings. .
II it’s not Flecto It’s hot Varothano.
FLECTO COATINGS LTD. RICHMOND, 00, ,liwtim.iiiiMtttiifN’ieCc irK, OiUtiand Ca fiBgiilB'iitfuMi fiHif Cattmattifl BC,,
I
4 litre








Reg. 5.99,SALE ■\4'bi' 
... i....... .Reg. 5.99 SALE












/' (‘ > I ' ^ I i *" I 1 I I. j
Hade from galvanized steel wire.
Makes 6 -18" diameter cages








or OUTDOOR TURF CARPET 
IN 12 FT WIDTHS.
f f «' ,• .f *; « • » it ;■*' » '
STARTS
'ADORESS: v,v,;..'.i'.v:.T.'
IPHONE• • „i • h'. V,
UPBIL 27th EDITIOH - NO PUIICHUSE HECES8IIRV < h
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By Helen Lang
Up with the birds this morning, 
and it is so peaceful — no traffic 
sounds at all, even the birds are 
quiet, although they are busy 
about the garen. Seriously 
considered taking the typewriter 
out to the greenhouse to write 
this article, but realized there is 
so much to be done out there it 
might throw me into a fit of 
complete depression, and I’d end 
up transplanting tomatoes^ 
delphiniums and peppers, 
watering pelargoniums, and 
maybe even sweeping the floor, 
so decided to stay inside where it 
is relatively safe!
Those of you who saved your 
fuchsia baskets from last year, 
and are wondering what you 
should be doing with them might
consider getting them outside For 
the day and bringing them back 
inside for the nights. Actually if 
you can put your pots underneath 
a bench, a picnic table, or right 
against the house they would 
almost certainly be alright 
outside day and night.
If we should have a frost, and 
it is quite possible, take the hose 
and spray your Fuchsias before 
the Sim touches them and they 
should be just fine.
While we are discussing fuchsia 
baskets it is always a good idea to 
remove about an inch of soil 
from the top of your pot, and 
add fresh soil and at the same 
lime a heaped tablespoonful of 
either 6-8-6, 4-10-10 or a level 
tablespoon of 13-16-10, which 
should be scratched into this
fresh soil, and thoroughly 
watered in. If you pruned your 
fuchsias in the fall all you will 
need to do now is try to keep 
them more or less symmetrical as 
they grow. If you didn’t prune 
earlier there is still lots of time as 
these things grow so vigorously 
you needn’t worry that they are 
going to took bare during the 
summer. If you would like to 
transplant your fuschsia into a 
larger pot this is the time to do it, 
and please don’t forget to keep 
all pots watered!
This business of moving things 
outside during the day and back 
indoors for the night is called 
“hardening off’, although 1 think 
“toughening up” might be more 
suitable. While you are getting all 
this exercise moving the fuchsia 
baskets, why not move the 
geraniums in and out as well? It is 
still too early to “harden off” 
things as delicate as tomatoes and 
peppers and begonias (the 
tuberous ones) ... don’t push 
your luck, its just not worth it.
Your geranium leaves may turn 
a sort of reddish-bronze colour, 
but this is nothing to worry 
about, not pretty perhaps, but 
not dangerous. Its just colder 
outside than in.
About a week ago we in­
troduced ladybugs (ladybird 
beatles) into the green house . . . 
about 4,000 of them (and I am 
not kidding). Fortunately most of
them were D.O.A. (For those of 
you who don’t watch police 
shows on T.V. that means “dead 
on arrival”) or I would have been 
up to my arm pits in beatles.
These darling little fellows are 
shipped From California and 
anything could have happened to 
kill them in transit, but it was a 
sicckening sight to see all those 
poor little creatures with their 
feet in the air.
These beatles are simply mad 
about aphids which is why 1 got 
them for the greenhouse, and it 
was interesting to watch them go 
to work. One especially lively 
ladybug spied an aphid and 
immediately seized it. To my 
amazement several other aphids 
nearby dropped off the leaf and 
made a very hasty exit.
I hadn’t realized that aphids 
could see that well, or move that 
fast! Talking about aphids (may 
they all perish) keep an eye on 
your rose leaves, and look really 
closely because these clever 
creatures seem able to change 
their colour to match the foliage. 
The ones I spotted were almost 
the same red as the new rose 
leaves. Also found some bluish- 
green ones on the lupins, and 
they were monsters, so fat and 
sassy they looked almost capable 
of biting.
Something to consider when it 
comes to spraying either your 
fruit and ornamental trees or 
your roses — the birds are eating
those horrible green worms. No 
one in his right mind wants to kill 
the birds, but no one wants the 
spanworms either. For the time 
being consider giving your trees a 
hosing down with the most 
vigorous jet of water your hose 
can manage. You will knock 
down a surprising number of 
worms, and they haven’t the 
sense to climb back up the trees.
Your roses will be easier to deal 
with, being lower, and you might 
spray with either Safer’s soap and 
water, or do as my Mother did 
and give them a bath with the 
dish water. For those of you with 
dishwashers mix up some or­
dinary detergent and water (a 
teaspoon of detergent to a two- 
gallon watering can should do it) 
and either “slosh” it on, or use 
your hand sprayer to do a more 
thorough job. DO NOT use dish­
washer detergent . Time to plant 
at least some of your gladiola 
bulbs . . . if you plant them at 
two-week intervals, their 
flowering will go on for longer. 
Acidanthera could also go in 
now. Both of these prefer a sunny 
location.
Another plant clinic will be 





THt CORPORATION OF THC OtSTRICT. OF CINTRAL SAANICH
Children for the most part, are 
asexual. That does not imply 
however that a four or five year 
old takes gender differences 
lightly or for granted. It is quite a 
mystery to him or her just why 
they do or don’t have the same 
parts as their playmates. It really 
. doesn’t matter how frank and 
clear one’s explanation is as to 
why both sexes don’t have a 
penis; at one time or another the 
child may decide and even state 
that everyone should have one.
Girls on the one hand may 
decide that they lost it or it was 
taken away as punishment or that 
it may still grow if she behaves 
herself. Boys on the other hand 
may believe that they can still lose 
it or liave it taken away if they 
don’t behave.v /'
Minimizing the differences 
; betwen boys and girls will do 
: little to console them. It is rather 
better to emphasize the difference 
tothe;best?ofthevchild’sun- 
derstainding at his or her age. By 
stating sirnply' that there are
' differences,) and that boys will' 
groW' tip to dc : fathers 'and"that 
: girlstvyhendhey grow - up cdn' ^ 
mothers, understanding can be 
achieved.
The information given should 
be clear and definite and age 
appropriate in order to prevent 
any possible confusion in sexual 
information.
I am often asked when is the 
right age to answer questions 
about sexual matters. My advise 
is to answer the question when 
the child asks them — not before 
he asks them and not denying the 
child the answers. Tliough there 
; is no reason. :why the child’s 
ciuestions canrvot be answered^
T they should be tempered to the 
child’s ability to comprehend. 
AVhen the child asks where babies 
fcbme : from ; one doesn’t tell 
" hirn/her ffthei: stork' brou 
them”, “you get them from the h 
ospital” ; or that they grow under 
cabbage leaves. One tells;; them 
that they come from a special■ 
place in mother’s tummy; then,
depending on the child’s next 
question it may or may not be 
necessary to explain further.
From childhood on, children i 
should learn the proper names 
and functions of organs and the 
anatomical differences between 
the sexes. The explanations 
should not involve plants or 
animals as this may lead to the 
agricultural fallacy. One boy I 
who was taken to a farm at the 
time that his mother was due to 
give; birth to another child came 
home stating to his father- that 
now ; he r knew all There) was to ; 
knoW; except one thing --- did the ; 
bull come to mother or did. 
mother have to go to the bull?
There is an inherent problem in 
discussing sex with children and 
that is either informing the'child 
before he or she is ready or telling 
them more than they com­
prehend. In answering the child’s 
questions one might remember 
the following anecdote:
A new country preacher came 
to a prairie parish. No one 
showed up for the service but 
' OricVfafmer. The preacher asked t 
; whether he should give his ser­
mon or not upon which the 
farmer replied that if af feeding 
time only one cow was to show 
up he would still feed it.
With that the preacher 
delivered his prepared text of one 
hour’s durationlv When the 
sermon finished the farmer was 
heard mumbling upon leaving 
that he may have Ted the cow but 
he wouldn’t have given one cow 
the whole load of feed. :
Do you have a problem, are 
you concerned with: the state of 
your marriage, {the behaviour of 
your children? Do you need help? 
■George^yoK^^ a
psych olog ist I iving in Central 
{SaanichyAs a community servicef 
he invites letters from concerned[ 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his- regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur- 
batoff c/o The Review, Sidney, 
P.O. Box 2070, V8L2S5.
Rubbiak mLU. be picked up dwOng ihe week oj Hai/ ind. to }0,j 6Tk., a..s 
akowii bttoui.
Rubbiah muat be pbaced cU ihz end ci< i/ouA dA.iueii.uy odyacenT to. tho wad 
by 8 A.M. oj youA coiJLzc-tLon day. No kouaehoid goAbuge uiiit be picked 
up by Municipal cAewa. PLEASE NOTE THE CORRECT PAV FOR /OUR APPRESS -
It’s lie Kind To Animals Week 
May 1-7 and the Victoria branch 
of the SPCA is celebrating by 
helping pet owners with the co.st 
of spaying and neutering their 
vanimals,
Spokeswoman Lynn Clat- 
worthy says all vcterinariaits ttre 
co-operating in the project, io ; 
qualify; for :tlic cut fate opcf at ion: 
call in at the SPGA office, 3150 
Napier Lane, or go to Hillside 
Mall where •— for a reduced sum 
will he issued, 
take thisiccrtincaie 
;' tlie V'; vet,of',)'thclr',':;;;chqlcc,'i; 7,
Claiworthy says.
!:i:""')Ucduced/:T pficCiB'-ldrc: ...V, cat'-.'
neutered $25 (usually: $40.$50); 
cat spay $36 ($70.$7.5); dog 
neutered $.36 ($W)); dog spayed 
$47 ($85.$90).
)",7; .^T'.Glatwbrthy.'says.the^aiitvqf the,: 
SPCA is to control the animal 
s population as rnuch as possible.^
Benefit danw
Fit's In the aerobic cercise 
piogiutu will .'ipcn;,or a benefit 
y;;,,.)y^dpncci;8;p.niA>l: a.m*,:'April:30 at;, 
Brentwood Comniunlty ;;V7l:l alt.;: 
-:,Door^,prizes,'Spot ,,,danccStTanu<^.d 




Registration "loL ,Kindergaren , willxtake ::(Diace,'at m District ■ 
Kleineniarv-schools except that (I) Boaver/Prospect Lake School 
;studenlSTA/ill:,:register at Prospect Lake:.School, (2) >McTavish; 
•Schoot student!^ will register at Sanlibury School; ahcl (3) Dur- 
r^hce Schbbl students \yill register at Brentvvgod School; 
yclrgarten class wii|::bB regkterqd; atiiElk Lake/Sct'iool,
:,NOTE:))ThiS';registfaiibri;js;reqiii(ed:;ever|'iL,you:,have,;compleU  ̂
v:;:.;"Ihe;::rccent :Kiiidcrgartca:surveY,.'1o,i'm:';
" 0 AT i '^'WBtiMStlbvx: WaV'^AXI 903
■"■TIME*."'''-'''-9:00 ,3:00
EIIGIBIIJTY: All Khiltlrtsh born It) 1978
' (Bfitif) prooi tt! ,jfjc.. Birin Cfiftiliwle pfftkffOKi)
' HagistfscatThe cioGosi Liementaty: school,:l)uLup:4dyisbd that; 
i'yoiT\ch]id;LpbiiidL;be:'^'' requ|red,7io,:,Tsdend',. :an|;x;;oth:br:.:v;io'(5aT' 
Kindergarten
Britisli Golurpbia's riewStadium p|e^
1983. As promised, B.C. Place is asking for your 
advice on what its name should be.
VVith youp help; and in Gonsultatiori^ 
provihcial gdyefnrnent; we will offioially name 
the stadium on May
Please vvrite us with your individual choice: n 
petitions pleaseL Send your suggestions to:
Name British Columbia’s Stadium 
e/d B.C. Place
11626
West Georgia St. 
Vaneppyer) V6B 4N9
Please have yqUr suggestbri iri to us by May 10,71^





Some 45 members attended the 
April monthly meeting of the 
Sidney branch of the B.C. Old 
Age Pensioners’ Association 
(BCOAP) April 7th. at the Senior 
Citizens Centre, on Resthaven 
Drive.
It was Easter bonnet day with 
fancy hats worn by men and 
women. To add to the festivities 
Ron Maughan entertained with 
songs and music on the guitar.
Branch president Alex Clark 
opened the meeting and Mrs. 
Eileen Benson spoke on the 
benefits of long term care, 
emphasizing Ihe advantages when 
both the patient and their 
families are aware how the 
program works. Mrs. Benson, 
who is a retired public health 
nurse, was elected representative 
on the long term care association 
board.
A motion to hold “drop in” 
meetings during July and August 
was approved by the membership 
with card games, bingo, crib, 
jacko, or just tea and con­
versation. Edith Sumpton, May 
Cornell and Ernie Edwards were 
chosen as delegates to the Lower 
Island Regional Conference May 
11 where the Salt Spring Island 
branch will act as host.
The Sidney branch will 
celebrate it’s 25th anniversary on 
October 20. We will be have a 
banquet free to all ; paid up 
. members and all members in 
good standing.^^^^^^^
The meeting also approved five 
one-day trips for the summer 
season, the first of vyhich is a trip 
tO; Port Alberni, with a stop' at 
Cathedral Grove and Cameron t 
t Lake ;:May 18. Cost per member ' 
will be $6, non-members $9.50.
We do not expect to make 
money but wish the trips to get 
off to a good start. It is hoped we 
can buy a lunch provided by the 
Port Alberni pensioners. Tickets 
are going fast so please phone Art 
Evans at 656-3777 and don’t miss 
out on this excellent trip.
Winner of the raffle was Mrs. 
Blanche Young. Member of the 
: m
the door with her attendance, 
book and a box of chocolates, 
greeting all with a smile and a
f,;,'’'eandy.--;. ' T'7
Main speaker of the afternoon 
was Norman Rubenstein, whose 
topic was Survival: Seniors 
Coping with Catastrophe.
close proximity to ’ 
the San Andreas fault there is 
every possibility of an earthquake 
in this area within the nexCdO 
years, Rubenstein says. And 
because of the Pat Bay highway 
there; is always the chance of a 
major fuel spillage, possible 
danger from Mf Stl Helens and 
many ihOrc natural catastrophics 
such ) a^ wind storms, snow 
storms, etc; ; In the Sidney area 
Riibcnstcin says there are people 
meeting : on a ;cgulnr b 
studying these problems and 
urges cvciydtie to make it their 
pvvh ; rcspoiigbillly to; fi nd duf 
about precautions one can take In 
an emergency.
Next jnecting will take place;on 
May 5 . Id ogram t o be announced 
later; Watch for it. Stunc t iniei 
bi ing a frieiul.
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in eaclv month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thur.sdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances dnd furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this -friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m; at;: the Royal Canadian;
: Legion Hall bn: Mills Road. For 
rhOrei: infbrfhdtipn ;call 656-5301 ; 
01-656-7828.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, is open lo Saanich v; 
Peninsula youth a'"’ 13 - 18 days;
years. Clubhouse winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7 - 11 
p.rn. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym takes 
place 7 - 9 p.m, Wednesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. All 
activities are free and no 
registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries welcome. For 
more information call the PGA 
office at 656-0134 or drop by and 
pick up a program at 9788 - 2nd 
Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis al Brentwood elementary 
school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days. More information 652-4580 
or 652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers began 
their new season Jan. 11 and new 
members are invited to attend. If 
you like to sing, want to learn, 
and have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and join the 
singers at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road at 
7:15 Tuesday evenings. For more 
information call 656-0268.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help. No dues^
; no weighing. Meetings are; at 8: 
p. m., Mondays, 9788 - 2nd 
Street, Sidney.,Call 652-9931. :
:..':Sidney;;::f ActivityCentre,;; 
; spb nso red by CM HA "and ; th e 
community, meets Mondays :;lCi;= 
f a. m; - ;1:; p.rh. ; in; Margdrel 
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han- 
; games, films,
firecrcation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. FoC 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.rn. or 658-5414 week- 
;;;'davs....... ■'................... '■
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club meets at 
Central Saanich municipal hall at 
7:30 p.m. each Tuesday. Guests 
always welcome. Call Pat McRae 
at 652-9629 for more in­
formation.
Women’s Discussion Support 
Croup welcomes newcomers each 
Wednesday from 1:30 - 3 p.m. at 
the Community Counselling 
Centre, 9813 - 5lh St., Sidney. 
For more information call 656- 
1247.
Air Cadet Squadron (89 
Pacific) Victoria will be having its 
40th anniversary reunion June 
25. All former members are 
invited to attend. Interested 
members please contact W..I. 
Wilkinson, 607-531 West Bay 
Terrace, Victoria.
A program has been developed 
for parents, teachers and child 
care workers lo better understand 
the physical, emotional and 
social development of children 
from birth to .school age at 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
Tuesday afternoons. Pre­
registration required, cost is $25 
for 10 sessions.
A systems approach for job 
hunters and career changers, job 
skills for landing work, self­
exploration and creating job 
possibilities is included in a 
course at Panorama Leisure 
Centre Wednesday evenings, $35 
for 12 sessions.
Sidney Foursquare Church — 
children’s church and morning 
worship is held 10:30 a.m.
Cordova Bay Pre-School has 
openings in tl\e three-year-old 
class Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. Creative play and 
social interaction in a happy 
environment. For rnorc in­
formation call Kelly at 658-8467 
or Pat at 658-5027.
The Bluewater Crui.sing 
Association meets the second 
Tuesday of the month til The 
Mtiritimc Museum. Bastion 
Square, at 7:30 p.m.
Sidney New Parent Discussion 
Group, Wednesday evening 
meetings 7:30 p.m. at Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 9813 
5lh St. New memhers welcome. 
Wc are a non-profit group, a 
biancl; of Capital I’amilies. For
more information call Karen 
l edger, 598-4675.
Teen Floor Hockey League
meets on Wednesday nights at 
8:15 to 9:30 p.rn. at the old fire 
hall in Saanichton. Membership 
is $5. For more information call 
Marion Price at 383-1101.
Dial-A-Law is a free .service 
operated by the B.C. Branch of 
the Canadian Bar Association 
with general legal information on 
a wide variety of topics. 
Available to anyone in the 
province, just call 112-800-972- 
0956. It costs nothing. Pre­
recorded tapes on any one of 75 
legal topics may be requested and 
played back.
VOTE FOR THE POSITIVE OPTION
■:! ■■■’ t' '
A LIBERAL VOICE FIGHTING TO
•CREATE JOBS l-Oli YOUTH 
•AID SMALL BUSINESS c 
•ASSIST OUn AGRICULTURAL ; ; y
v'vJNOUSTRYv,
•^TtER HOSPITAL AND 
HOME CARE ^ ^
*IVIAkE B.C; HYDRO ACCOUNTABLE 
•KEEP GOVERNMENT OFFICES
GREATER VICTORIA ; y 
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Recreation
By Wendy Laing , 
Recreation is as much a part of 
the liftstyle of North America as 
any other daily activity. 
Swimming, jogging, skating, 
aerobics, or other sports are 
enjoyed each day by Canadians.
Many people have realized that 
exercise is not only for en­
tertainment, but also the best 
health product on the market. 
The potential for a physically fit 
body through fitness, is obvious. 
Firm muscles along with exc- 
cellent cardio vascular cir­
culation" are only two benefits 
from regular exercise. The list of 
pros is endless, whereas the cons 
are nonexistant.
Programmer Rick Hanak is 
thrilled with the support and 
enthusiasm Panorama Leisure 
Centre has acquired in recent 
mnths. His program area has 
been extremely popular with all 
spring courses having high 
enrollments.
“It’s great to see the fitness 
committment has been made by 
the penuinsula”, says Hanak. 
“Residents are hanging-in with 
recreation.”
The local centre boasts a 
potluck of action for the 
physically fit.
The traditional swimming, ice 
and roller skating, fitness and 
dance classes, soccer and tennis 
have been joined by such ac­
tivities as ball hockey (drop-in 
and league), badminton, water 
i exercises, karate, volleyball and 
underwater hockey. Together 
; they create a medicine, a daily 
' dosage wfiich doesn’t need to be ; 
specified.;:';/'':
May 15-21, marks F/VnessiPee/Cj 
/ to celebrate and explore action in 3 
all: aspects. Panorama is all set 
for the week and hopes the 
community will make an extra 
/ effort to experience the refresh­
ment of shaping up.
Those bodies fortunate enough 
for exercise to become a habit, 
should accept Panorama’s 
Fitness Challenge, an event is 
1 open to all ages interested in 
meeting a chaUcnge.





The Sidney and Saanich Peninsula Garden Club annual spring 
flower and winter vegetable show was held April 16 and 17, in Sanscha 
Hall, Sidney.
The 261 entries by 48 exhibitors were down slightly from last year 
due to the early spring. The winter vegetable section is new, having 
only a few entries. Next spring there will be more exhibitors who will 
be planting this corning fall for the spring show.
The high quality of the show is due to the activity of garden clubs in 
the various areas, with attendance at monthly meetings on the in­
crease.
Winners: The Mitchell and Anderson Trophy for aggregate points 
was won by Margaret Jacobs; The Junior Aggregate, Juli Begg; The 
C. Estelle White Memorial Trophy for best entry in arrangements and 
design - Open - Marian Roe; Margaret Watts Trophy for best entry in 
arrangements and design - Novice - Phyllis Cox; B. C. Andrews 




Beaumaris Trophy, best entry of miniature bulbs or plants, 
Margaret Jacobs; J.A. Nunn Memorial Trophy for small spring cut 
Flowers, Connie Kingerlee; Kirby Cup for Narcissi (daffodils) best 
entry, Phyllis Cox; best single bloom Narcissi, Len Mulholland.
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula Garden Club Cup for Tulips, best 
entry won by Kees Vermeer; best tulip bloom, Margaret Jacobs; 
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula Garden Club Trophy for best entry in 
section 3, 4, 5,6 and 7, Carolyn Gladwell.
Cyrus Peck Trophy for children’s section, 12 years and under, 
arrangements, best entry won by Julie Begg; Sidney and Saanich 
Peninsula Garden Club Trophy for juniors, 13 to 16 years, 
arrangements, Tammy Jacobs; Sidney and Saanich Peninsula Garden 
Club Trophy, best entry, bird house or feeder, John Jacobs.
Island Seed Trophy for best entry winter vegetables won by Ian 
Williams; raffle, $100 grocery hamper won by Mrs. N. Keating; 









The Pacific Bluegrass and 
Heritage Society is sponsoring an 
Old Time Square Dance April 30 
at the Royal ^ Oak : Womeri’s 
/Institute HalU 4516 West Saanich 
Road. Live music by the Frosty 
Mountain Stringband, a Van- 
cpiiver-based group? specializing 
/in traditional old time dance 
music. No dance experience 
necessary as all dances are taught 
on the spot by patient and 
cheerful dance callers. For more 
information call 388-4520.
Western Canada Concept will 
hold a public meeting 7:30 p. m. 
April 27 at; Esquimalt Sports 
Centre. Speaker is candidate for 
MLA, Kerry Greenwood. On 
May 2 the WCC vvill be at the 





/ A rummage Sale will be held 10 
a.m.-2 p.m. April 30 at St Mary’s 
Anglican Church, 1934 Cultra 
Ave., Saanichton.
ftici pants select and complete one
of the four categories: swim 90 
km,, skate 550 km., run 225 km., 
or a 36-session combination ,of 
various programs.
As an award, the athelete will 
received an / met the fitness 
challenge X-shiTt.
OIS^BLED iOS SERVlOE 
m ELECTION DAY
If ybu require s|ecialassistance in getting to the 




The Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce is 
sponsoring an all-candidates 
meeting 7:30 p.m. April. 27 at 
Sanscha Hall. Karl Drost will 
:?'/; chair the meetin'g.':'';''/'.:;;;.',:/^
Wewillbeprdviclingaspecialbusserviceforanyonenotable' 
to reach; the polls by-the usual transportation service/jfhis'is 
available to anyone jiving is Saanich and the Islands/
is 3'
Committee.
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con\ponenl Iniilt homes, We'll even make 
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Compare* Quality...
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The topic for my column this week is equine nutrition. In 
discussing nutrition amongst a group of horse owners it soon 
becomes apparent that there are almost as many different 
opinions regarding feeding as there are owners.
A feeding program for the horse can vary greatly in quantity, 
quality and content depending on the age of the horse, the type 
of work being performed and the overall health status of the 
horse.
When one looks into information available for the horse 
owner it also is apparent that the science of equine nutrition is in 
the early pages of development, when compared to information 
available to the dairyman, the hog producer or the poultry man.
Because the later groups are very greatly production related 
economic units it is important their feeding programs give 
maximum growth for minimum money out lay. Unfortunately 
our horses are looked upon in a very different light. They are for 
the most part pleasure or hobby animals, and as such they fall 
prey to all of the “advertising hype” associated with the care 
and maintenance of pet animals.
If any one comment could apply to virtually all of the equine 
feeding programs, it would be that the majority of horses are 
oversupplied with protein and vitamins. In speaking with equine 
nutrition specialists, such as Dr. Nadia Cymbaluk of the 
Western College of Veterinary Medicine, their primary com­
plaint is that they must deal with owners, who, again due to 
media advertising, are convinced that their horses must receive 
super brand x vitamin supplement, along with a mineral sup­
plement and a high protein content feed base.
In the following recomendations I shall try to follow the 
program set out by Dr. Harold Hintz of New York State 
Veterinary College and hopefully give information based on 
sound scientific research.
The Saanich Peninsula Arts and CRafts Society will celebrate 
its 30th annual arts and crafts show and sale 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
May 7 and 8 in Sanscha Hall, Sidney.
The event provides a showcase for the best work of more than 
350 members who turn their talents to all types of fine art and 
crafts - weaving, painting, potting, sculpting, jewellery making, 
batik, stained glass and enamel ware.
This year special guest artist Elizabeth Berezowska, an in- 
terationally known tapestry weaver, will be demonstrating her 
way of w'orking as well as showing a selection of her tapestries.
She was born in Warsaw, Poland, graduated in architecture 
from the Warsaw Institute of Technology and is presently 
employed as Design Co-ordinator with Frank Stanzl Con­
struction Ltd. in Vancouver.
The following people will also demonstrate their talents 
during the two days of the Show: Patricia Beer — aquatint; 
Christopher Doman — oils and acryligs; Herbert Lapins — 
marquetry; Catherine Mick — weaving; George Ransom and 
Judith Gurr — scripture; Roger Painter and Dianne Friedman — 
pottery, and Rosemarie Spackhousesilk painting.
Four door prizes have been donated by members of the society 
— a watercolour by Penny Johnstone, pottery by Betty Fulton, 
weaving by Joyce Bel! and a scupture by Charles Mackie.
There will be lea and light lunches available during the two 
days of the show. Tickets at 50 cents each may be purchased 
from SPAC Members or at the door.
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 
DINNERS — Fram 5 p.m. Daily
(except Nlonday) 
SUNDAY BRUNCH
T132S Harbour Road, 
SWfiey.B.C. FOR RESERVATIONS 6S&^22
CANADA GRADE “A”
FREEZER BEEF




is pleased to announce 
the opening of the
PENINSULA VETERINARY 
HOOSECALL SERVICE
Housecalls by appointment at
652-2212
$l|29 $739












Weight loss due to cutting and boning 
will increase the price per pound.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
8 - 5 MON. - THURS. 8 - 6 FRI.
®Hay — how much to be fed? Hay is the bulk or fibre com­
ponent of the ration and should be fed at one to two per cent of 
body weight; in using hay; as the main portion of your feeding
®Mature horses - 
most owners expections, good quality hay at the rate of 11/2 to 
13/3 kg per 1 (X)-pound body weight, water and trace rriineralized 
sold fed free choice. These recomendations assume 8 per cent 
protein for a grass-type hay and therefore may vary greatly in 
qur area, depending oh the given year’s hay crop: 1 have found 
that unless good quality local hay is assured one rhay want to 
change the ration to two-thirds local hay, one-third alfalfa.
Next week’s column will continue the discussion of equine 
nutrition with sections on working horses, broodmares, 
stallions,; growing animals and nutritional problems in growing 
horses.
Short Notes:
•The first thoroughbred of Vancouver Island origin to win a 
face at Exhibition Park was Erin’s Song on; opening day ■ April 
10; Erin’s Sbrig, owned by Ray Tufcdtle and Peter/Gregoryi is 
trained by Peter Gregory at hiSTraiinirig centre ori John Rd . in 
Sidney.
Clearance sale of thousands of high-quality, high-style 1982 frames; up to 25% off all frames in stock, and 
up to 50% off selected frames. (Offer does not include non-prescription sun-glass frames).
®The final Himter Jumtyr Show of the season took place 
April 9 arid 10 and was followed on April 11 by a wind-up
on West Saanich Rd.
•Foals are arriving on the penninsuia; the countdown so far at 
Taul Bros: Wesfwind t^arm is five foals with another fouf mares 
to foal. At Gary Oak Standardbred Farm they have three foals, 
with three mares left to foal . If you have a mare which has just 
foaled and you want the outcome reported please phone 652- 
9511 and leave the name of the mare, the sex and color of the 
foal and the name of the sire.
MOUSAKA MoiHnvduriKUItiHifilf «nil pmi-hoilerni! clioii:ii ol cii«»(tii«i .too- 
Hiinifl 1)1 ooiioUM, pouiool, lueohim ond ipicy nrounii m«i, ovop hokoP ooii loppoO
' wlfh ovolvoiyimoolliliotlwiTiiiliiuco. \ ,''3;
' ARNI FttIKASIF. UmO ppufolo — IHo ti«»i m CikiIp*'
KOTA' KAPAMA; tinidouhi* eiuotom oi rhitHn
Hollo Moiy IliyooMd'onioio opd ••'lip V
in;» iptrii :Pwi
Alihtibvn dl5hoB’sofvodwlih.lioslv giirdGn;vo()b0laWcs. rice
At tlic 1 laic & Prcscripiion C)ptical Plcamnce
cap best'inTyC; care.; :;.;pro|aerly:fittcdrjust as';ifyou^,,wcrc'pa'ying-fbll;tyicef;;:';'"3y
lantakc ropnr for ’83 styles, wc’'vcl;laslied tHc prices of; 
our fratttes and " itanies in dcsigiurr eye wear.
wheiT applictl)lc;d<unplc iniprinfingdt'irinff;''';'';''f^'';^:'''''f'';’|r,*w'''":^ ’Whehymtcontpa'rewbaf'wf liatytopfte
die sale:13ut we worft conipromisc our svitlt what
;fcssional;servicc.,... theclipicc'is.very^clear'indeed.
Onet’lnji’flcci Aiuil 20tl»-30«Iirl983, •; 
Nn c)|1h‘i ilht oimis -ipply during salt.*,,
1 Iw l*rore%'.lonu| Dilfemiee. 
^Sidney —'.977f5'4tlVKtreet 656-^ .'f
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gss» eralk ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES0 DC\/AM CinMCV RRCi 70Q-fDCVMIN olL/NGlT DDO^/ZOI
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS











Now selling in Sidney, the new “LineTA-Beds" 
for all makes P/U trucks. Guaranteed 1 year. 
Also Restoration * I.C.B.C. Claims 
* Custom Painting * Fiberglassing 656-7763
. CONMACAUTOmOTSVB 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 McDonald 656-7144





NEED TO BE IN TOWN?
$52,000. buys an excellent second 
floor condominium in Royal Woods, 
swimming pool, other amenities, 








No-step cedar rancher with smashing 
oceanview plus close water access. 
Large rooms, two iireplaces. Full 
basement, economical fuel saver, 




on the nruiffler; 
tailpipe,'rexhaust




: - 9429 Canora
Cal! 656-5S81
For FREE ESTIMATES ;
2104 Malaview
$274,900.
Set in approximately three acres 
pastureland. 4,500 foot brick home,: 
4 or 5 BRs, baronial meeting room, 
professional .Emperor's, swimming 
pool and shower rooms in separate 
wing. West Saanich Rd. Set well 
back, many: possibilities for use. :
$106,000.
OLD WEST SAANICH
One acre, lots of buildings, blacktop 
to high view building site. Small 2 
bedroom cottage with self contained 
annex. Sauna house, large 
workshop, old barn and henhouses. 




SIDNEY, 1 BEDROOM COTTAGE,
separate garage. Unfurnished, $300 per 
month. 656-3928 2145-17
SIDNEY, 1 BEDROOM HEATED 
APARTMENT, walking distance to 
downtown. Sorry, no children or pets. 
References on request. $345 per month. 
656-7117 2149-17
DOLL’S HOUSE
Perfect starter or retirement, well in­
sulated and heated, plus a fireplace 




Half acre, 4 bedroom, full basement 
home, large barn with loft, fairfield 
trade possible. MLS.






MOVING TO MILL BAY 
OR SHAWNiGAN L
';$i49,9oo..,:'.^'Lv,':;v::,:v:'
Unobstructed ' lakefront.r {terraced 
garden to Californian .style modern 
home, complete with sauna: Owners 




J.H. Whittome & Co. Ltd.
(Royal Oak) 479-1667
LITTLE SUNSHINE
The cleanest and neatest 2 bed., 1’72 
bath, townhouse in Brentwood, com­




3 bed., IV2 bath, modern home with 
terrific view over Deep Cove. Moor 
your boat across the road.
7 YEAR OLD, 4 bedroom home for rent. 
Games room, rec room, sauna and den. 
Situated on 1/2 acre with large garden 
area.656-6287 after5 p.m. 2114-17
ADULT ORIENTED, 2 BEDROOMS, 2
baths. Fridge, stove, dishwasher. Large 
balcony, approx. 950 sq. ft. Available 
immediately, $600 per month. One year 
lease. Call Ralph, 656-9181 2135-21
WAIKIKI. Super 1 Br. Condo for rent. 
Spotless, good location, reasonable, 
321-0075 Vancouver. 2131-19
SIDNEY. New 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fireplace, dining room. No pets, 




SENIORS SHARE-A-HOME. 1700 sq. ft. 
main, 1200 sq. ft. basement suite. 
Applicants must be willing and able to 
help with maintenance. Write C4, RR# 1, 
Mountain Park Drive, ganges, B.C. VOS 
lEO nal7
BEAUTY SALON
Prime location, fully equipped.
Asking $25,000
PRIME RETAIL SPACE AVAILABLE in
B.C.'s fastest growing community. 
Suitable for restaurant, super market, 
professional such as doctor, dentist, 
beautician, pharmacist. For more in­




AUTOMOTIVE & MOTOR HOMES
COKIPLETE EnERIOR7 INTERIOR CLEAN UP
:: Add.hunilreils ol dollars,value to your car or camper.
•STEAM CLEANING ‘POUSHING •SHAMPOOING •PRESERVE-A-SHINE :
@ 710134 McDonald Park Road 656-7933
$165,000.
{Topyciuality easy care home; splendid ' 
:Tarniiy;room with fireplace:pff kitchen. 
Low end Noowick Rd. 'A acre. 
Panoramic; seaviews. Seavievw 
condo.,f Victoria dr Sidney acceptable 
: part trade-in. Up Island, near ocean, 




s: Borided &: I nsu red ■
Windows - Floors - Carpets 




VValis washed -r- 77 /
: OTSyrSSMSlM: 3 //' /;''; Cutters cleaned
Window{Cleaning Service ;/;7/;383-7942::,7';-^
2395 Beacon Avenue 
656-0131
FULLY FURNISHED, 5 bedrooms, 5 
appliances and piano. Available April 15 
to August 15. $700 per month. 656- 
0526. 1936-17
OCCUPANCY NOW :
Delightful one bedroom ; unit;7 in 
'desirable complex; walking
, distance of most;;marinas in; Sidney 
area; ■Wateryiew/. from large: balcony 
Asking $54,900.
LUXURY HOME
1:400 sq. It or very well pianned home tnciudimi 4x4 
Jacu22f. 400 sq. 11. wotkshopi'qarane. Ouiel.Stree!. '
2279 Bradford, off Resteven y 7 





;Corrier wooded half acre,. Miil bay Rdy 
NoowickyExceilenUloor;pjan. many; 
extras,;;exceptionally:fine; 4 bedroom;; 
modern: lounge;:With7wet7bar7come 
kitchenette:.; Owhersyanxidus.for; ac7 
dio'n'.
LTD. 656-3317
. : : ; Bonded — Insuwl ?
THE COMPLETE 
HOME AND OFFICE 
CLEANING SERVICE
ALSO WINDOWS AND GIITTCRS
BOB»e TIB-E,HUT ;
CORNER OF BURNSIDE & DOUGLAS 
Ceramic TUos & Accemorlos. 74^ 
Estinintcs & Installations
$129,000.^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^
Offers called yipryon 3. bedroom, and; 
den chalet style modern concealed in 
the heart of nearly 3 woodsy acres set 
well back ofi; Chapman: Rd.Cobble 








$139,000 buys 30 acres ,10 easily 
cultivated, balance pond, shallai; 
timber,;; Some,,; high . view;:, points 
Modern,'; sunny cabin,{.cleared 
planted acre. {Worth' investigation; 
MLS Saanich or Victoria home ac- 
xeptod trade.';.;,;,;;
Spacious modern:waterview home on 
an easy care acre oft Landsend Road 
in North Saamch. Features include 
large, sunroom, a fabulous master 




656-0911 7 y 656-4525
SIDNEY CONDOS 
MARINA PARK 7
pelightful one bedroom suite in adult 
oriented complex.7 Waterview ; from 
■large,:;balcony. Marinas ;;on the 
doorstep. Asking Price - $49,900., Of­
fers please.; MLS; 69014 : ' 77; ; ;7
. LAKEFRONT HOME, 1900 sq. ft. living 
{ .area; value $169,000. Wii! exchange for 
7 Townhouse in good area; plus cash. 479- ' 
{75519.■ ' 1923-17
PROFESSIONAL CAREER WOMAN, son 
and dogsefeking “back to the land'' style 
accommodation with wood heating, no 
hydro,.well, etc. in the Saanich area for 
June ;1'. ; Willing to maintain ;property7 
Interested/in7 rent to buy; option/ 656- 
71173 work; 38i:-1772 horney7;y;2089-18^
f M M ACULATE ;4 yea r old3. bed room f 
1 ‘/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, double driveway, 
workshop, deck, finished basement.;; 
Garden and fruit trees. Reduced at 
7;:$837900.:656-4555;or65^^ 20
7WANTEDTO RENT, GARAGE: Moving to 
Harbour ,Rd; c6ndd7;require storage and7 
yfhobby) {workshop; space7 Musty have 7 
7 electricity and lock upf/Lease preferr^; : 
:765 67l922;(days) or 384 -6017. 2153-17
7 PENDER ISLAND. Beautiful ■{; treed 
waterfront; iot. on Magic Lakey Approx7 
l/27acre, includes; I8i ft.;self-contain  ̂
7traiier; $29;5d0 or best offer^ 656-6129 :;
■"':''20 44':-T'87:'^/;'.7'';'";;';"'':'y;"7;,',;': :y7''';-':''';''
7VEGETARIAN :CO-OP; or;: other; lodging: 
{^wanted; for;;sihgle7personiworking.7at 
{{Agricuitural Research Station; 
;7 References cari be provided.386-9617
y7l'7,;:;:;;y'yy:;.;y:;:,;'y;.”:--■',.7 ■y;;yy4^':;: 7';."',7'..'7;;;
/HOUSEKEEPING ROOM wanted to rent,
{ near ExpeVimentai ; Farm: Gall F’eter, 
385-1396 7'''7;''';y;;:7'^7:,';y::;'7,.;',^;,':;;2139,-18-
fiAODERN HOME, quality 2-bay truck 
shop: Beautiful view, 11,4 acres, gar-; 
dens, fruit trees, lots of spring water, 18 
miles south of Quesnel. $98,500. Phone 
112-747-3231. WaiBited
7'i’V;ri:C'Olt'friiaidfOr4!^77''777'k7 7
What else do you noed? Call me to 
lind jt. Gail nip also,to:seiLI,p 
mean busiiiess, ,My„bupiness is lak- 
irig yg6o(:i;; Care7pf;;Ybur Real instate 
business, Try mo.
THIRD STREET
Sunny, bright one bedroom suite only 
3 blocks froni Beacon Avenue. Adults 
only. No (lets. Owner leaving for 
CalilPrnia May 1st, Asking price 





Now apoclalizirig in FinlvShlng ,Carpon7 
I fry.: " Cabinoia rind; Bullt-lhs,;: RpiTipus 
; RoorrisyTlopalra, 7Add|tibns,7Cu8l;pm;"; 
madG'Window Shuitoro,
y -NO JOB TO SMALL
7|I1(IEVIN„7CUKKAN 
Carpenter & Joiner 










7.: ;;7JOMES BROS., COmTRmTIOm y
,71,:'.,;, Affo'rtlPlilc; CuitbnT Homes.
y''::''''''7»Fr«mifig,'’flnl8hliiBrailrtltlon«'Ami.'''''7"'','';'''; :'y7,7
;,056«21,fi»4 .: y,;; ;,.,, retaining wail.(muciall!$t&:': '.7...,: .:':Ci5C*4D,82;.
,,C0NSTRUCT!0K,,^7,,77';;77''3,’t^''^y.lTD...::-'.^"
777:;7. 656*33177 7. y;,:J'>^.y 77.:'
S no IT ALL TIMnANTEta AHQ AfTOmWT■H'-'■
7 LIFF
CALLING?
Odors on $14,900, Well ke|)t OO's, 
two lindrobm bungalow, Vanity 
halhrbom: lar(|b7kiiclien7;FP7Alniost 






Superb oceanview.; Tho preslipe half, 
acre oL sbrvlced land you pre iookinc); 
for, Parl wnodlapd and wllrJIlowors, 
part /sloping7;iawn7 and ,shrubbery; 
Out-buildingfi and Grandmolhor’s old 
gingerbread collage, Excellent site to 
build qualily home. Chalet |]td,, North 
Saanich,;:'"7/: ,'.'7;'7''':: ■
7 y WELL PRICED, VACANT
ESOUIMAU $59,000
;TwiVbedroom,;sliit;n“overtookinci plea 
sant,;;gbrd«,ns;' Top (ioor, Pla/a,.Court, 
;Spf)i!()f»8 conditiouy.Vendof,ptepared 
1(1 accopt 2rid mbrlnago on gnbd cove­




phone: 656-0911 or 656-2257
PEMBERTON HOLMES (SIDNEY)
'LTD- ,-",:77'




2481 Beacon Ave; 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-3951 7 :
3 BEDROOM FAMILY HOME. FP, Dining 
Room; erisuite. Large yard and prden.' 
Cul-de-sac, close to elementary school. 
Assurn. mortgage at 13%. Drive by 1048 
Odium Place and call 656-6609 to view, 
2,10871;7'77, ,7'yy"'',y,,.,y
SHOREACRES COVE WATERFRONT.
Three superb lots with protective 
covenant; underground services. For 
information see owner, 2516 Shoreacres 
Road, Sidney, 656-1836 2141-21
:7;7;,: AVON 7
"Tb Buy or Sell
Territories available 
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7346
0611-hJ
MOVINGTO AUSTRALIA. Must sell 3 BR 
two-storey townhouse. Immaculate 
condition, Colan, quiet area7 in 
Saanichton: $68,000, 652 1771. 2134- 
■21 ■
HOUSECLEANER REQUIRED, Ardmore 
area. Should be experienced and have 
own transportation,.656-6223, or le.ave 
message at golf course. 656-462.1, 2090-
NEARLY' NEVV"3 BEDROOMS with full {/ 
/ ' basemorit,/:in-law suite, ;;50p;;sq.{ ft: 7' 
sundeck, carporl, noxi topark. $89,500, 
656/0093 bctwobn fj-8 p.m, Mo agents,
';y/2 1;4 4 ■ia7''''':/;7,r'7 ■.■/7;'7"^''y,: .;'-;:;;':'77"77''7:';
BABYSITTER WANTEO'lor'
days or 1/2: days, ; Must have /owny
trarisportatipn. Exppriericoef yolder





7 J.H. Wliillomo 4 Co, Ltd, 
(RoyalOak);7. .,,;,.7:,;,.;,y...,. 479-




NEAT AS A PIN
mriinittinodi 3,,,Br;: . porne 
within. \vit^i'''g ,di5tnnr'o of dov/niown 
Sidnoy/' FfifduriRS a rieliiXfi dark room 
m. ybasrimcril//' Hying {'yrdbrri;;' with 
lirnpljce.sopjralft/dirung rDCini,,arid 
IPncwT yard, frjnkiin', ntove iri'iden, 
dirtams; find drapms ihcludod ■ A|miJst 
,1O''.!ifi0;Insidri.:",;7':. :7,;;/y'':;;' 
■:7,.7''.;'y;::;.:/.y;'.' :.';$83,9(J0,;',y:.';,:,'7'.7;;';;';''/7;;
LARGE OCEAN VIEW RESIDENTIAL 
; BU1LDING;L0TS, Ful!y.;serVlCcd,7Sbrno':7 
with unobstructed view of both ocean 
and mountains, Campbell River, Van­
couver island Close to schools,
; rocroatibrial facilities arid dowhlown 7 
■ area. Priced $ 2 7 iSOOito $ 75,000 / Phone 
77 Carnpboll River 112-287>7940; 7 nai 777;
E'ST'ATfrPROPERfyuCrrritH'cJ^^^^
.;;;/:Prim'oy.Touml;.A|roa,,'.;Scofiic//prppGrfy,;:;.i
; ; heated7 garogoi/shop, twrn 60 acres/;.
maple, l„icloar. Spririg water, ruirnorous 
r oxtfas. Was $150,000,/riow $95,000;
7 Call i 12 -847-9174; Smithors, B.C,/nal7 
RfPO^E8SIONrT40A-'“OKA^^^ 
VALLEY Prime farm land, view, water. 
$3,980 back payments, take over 





/invites applications for;a/profosslonal-7 
l983/84;setison'24'hours/weok;'''- 
:;summor;/5chooi;;ayailablo. Apply skntine 
qualiflc/atlbnsi ; references 7 and ^ 
iTemanoration expected to: Box 12577 
Port McNeil; B.C, VON 2R0;; 7: nn-l?;
STUDENT REQUIRED I hour per week
to/ assist with Visual; Motor;; claBs /rit




FARM, GREENHOUSE; NURSERY, 
Rrirdening, berry pickers, ole , register : 
:rlpw ;forpbsslbio/. employment, 7 Apply 7 
Canaria Farm Labour Pool/ 755 llillsiclb 
'Avo'y3B2201';';:y':/';.;y;'/,;■'//. 7./;/' :.;2102-20;;7; 
RECE^IONICT/WPISf;/l)art'” ti'im’7at :7; 
/ physician’s office/Apply in writing with 




PAUL HYATT 7 ^ : 656-3150
OORDON HULME LTD. 7 /
;';;;;v.'yy;:y.'y;'y:.-yfi56-11S4'y;.;';/;.;;y./'y'...:
DREHTWOOD riAY, furnished units, 
Kitchenettesi diishes, cable TV, Free 
parking, I'nBic) survicb, Available weekly 
arid monthly, S,itiriowri Motel, 652-1551,'
.y yy..y. y., y.',': -y,. ."
; s1'o)Ie Y’l’”'beHfr5oririuTte," ' .'
utilities inclutJod, No pets, references.
1425 per mofitlv. 65e>406fj or 656-4003,
....... ■
{Bay area, imimdiato oCciifiancy, No 
'peU.,''ReforencPC rerfi'ulred, Sparling Real 
"Fstatef1r|:'65fi-55Tl ■.'-"'/..■.''.■:>iai".l 7'
■ TWO "REALfORS'';lJrionli^lor:fuTFod Tor., 
dynamic inrJepondont office in Morrjt,; ' 
Work force is Mill, Mine and Ranching. 
Please phone 1 12-378-6675, 112-378 ;/ 
6181, DocadeiRoflil Estate Ltdy 7y ; nal 7:
A 7 Yukon ; Comfruipity ;: Nows paper 
Assaciabon '■ wishes lo thank The a(;i- 
plicants whp ripplied Tor/Ihe husInoRs /
: and public-, roiations - management 
position7'of. :jts;:ViHrcouver;,;o,l!ici3', ,'The,';' 
;t)oard of (firePtois are pieosod to advise 
fhfll Mr.Hugh F, Dickson has, been 
app'oinled ' Due to';the"mo're'ihnn IT.5; ' 
:/,;responG0S,;"the;:;boafd/;r0Bre'ts'7lhal;/ih-v'/ 
dividual replies were not poRsIblo, nal7
; aiuiiif, un,.i.oniiiiii»siuii. .(-OH --byiiiiL-, ".-', 
Sports Shop, 130,000,00 business rind 
8l0f.k, flnancing7avaiiabl,R, ; Box 122,.
;"/;77;’
NnkiiRp, BQ; VOG 1 RQ; Phano 112 26 'J'.
401 ;i days-112.?fi»P4?l3 Fufvi nal 7
V: .. .!■
■■/ji/.-'
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PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
Contractors
EIWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
Concrele Driveways Concrete Waterproofing Sidewalks
Fish Ponds Quarry Tiles Home Renovations
Phone 656-3881 for Free Estimate
CENTRAL INTERIOR NEWSPAPER
seeking Sports Editor with experience. 
Must have good command of English 
language; photographic skills; VDT and 
layout experience. Send resume and 
picture. Apply Box 197, B.C.Y.C.N.A. 
1004-207 West Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C.V6B1H7. na-17
STAN'S CUSTOM ROTOVATING.
Reasonable rates. 10% off for O.A.P. 
Please call 652-2153 alters p.m. 2004- 
19
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Health & Fitness
GARDEN GOLD MANURE. 3 yards
delivered $35. 652-5756 or 388-5464, 
pager#123. 2094-19
EXPERIENCED TELEPHONE solicitors 
required for community newspaper. 
Phone for interview appointment. 656- 
1151. tfn
ROTTED HORSE MANURE. Delivered 










•Body toning kit, etc.
384-3974
DRAINAGE SERVICES FREE ESTtMATES
Let your problems be ours lOHN
L^ Sewers and Drain Lines Replaced or Repaired 656-9669
APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED
for position of Woods Foreman in the 
Bulkley Valley to look after all operations 
in the harvest of approximately 100,000 
m3 annually. Submit resume and salary 
expected to Box 3400, Smithers, B.C. 
V0J2N0 nal8
SPRING PROMOTION NOW ON. 10x10 
foot greenhouse, only $150.00. Retailers 
welcome and needed. The best 
greenhouse deal in Canada. Hundreds in 
use. Western Water Farms, 1234 
Seymour Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3N9. Phone 112-682-6636 nal7














2387 Beacon 656-7333 
BRIFTWOOD CENTRE
SMALL ENGINE MECHANIC with at 
least 7 years experience in outboards, 
snowmobiles, chainsaws, etc. Send 





11 years in Sidney — A-1 Recommendations 




immediately tor community newspaper 
near Vancouver. Experience preferred. 
Dark room an advantage. Resumes Dick 
Proctor, The Press, Box 676, Sechelt, 
B.C. Phone 112-885-5121 nal7
PLUMBING REPAIRS. Renovations and 




Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ifieas Through eianciitfi" COMPLETE SERVICE
« Interlocking Stones lor Palios, 
Walks, Driveways 
o Lawns (Seed or Sod)
Lawn & Garden Maintenance 











EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
p.m. tt
COLLECTIBLE CAR. 1969 AMX, 3,000 
miles on rebuilt 390 cu. in engine. 4 
speed, new tires. 656-0161 days; 656- 
7879 evenings. 1840-17
WRECKING '69 FORD CORTINA, some 
parts nearly new. 652-9937 2128-18
“No Job Too Small”
656-5604
ROTOTILLING. Rear tine, machine. No 
job too small. Call Brian Ames, 652-9935 
evenings. 1889-20
1972 RALLY NOVA, very good condition, 
one owner. 656-7306 after 5 p.m. 
please. 2122-17
“IF in
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stoiiu, rnai.uiity .mi) nuibiii iuoyiies, cniumi ,imt iiiixin., cic
We will supply material .imi irilormatiou lot Oo-U-YomaiMI.
CO.D^PARE OUR PFieCES 
Open Saturdays Phone 652-0322
Thorne - Lennon Electric f ]976j Ltd.
CHILDREN'S DAYCARE in my home, in 
Sidney near Pat Bay Highway/Weiler St. 
exit. (Greenglade School area). 656- 
5353, 1914-17
8 FOOT FIBERGLASS Vanguard canopy, 
$450 obo. 656-1495 2115-18
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6




Will haul. Call Brian 
2001-22
;: AMITY Tractor.^
Rototilling; plowing? post hole digging, mowing. 
Power saw work / / 656-2305
ietvice::^:: ::



















YOUNG MAN WITH 3/4 TON Truck. 
Cleanups, hauling, soils and gravel. 
Rototilling, light landscaping. 





Legal, Engineering and 
Topographical Surveys 
Subdivision Planning
LAWNS CUT by the "Grasscutter," Lots 
of energy behind this mower, me! 
Houses or institutions. 656-6121 or 384-
;7402r':::, '
N.H. SWATHER 1495, 210 hrs ; with 
options. N.H. 425 square baler, N.H, 
round baler. All in excellent condition. 
Phone 112-847-9606, Smithers; nal7
PENINSULA FRAMING. Residential 
construction. Additions,; sundecks. All 











WILL DO YARD CLEAN-UP, cut wood.
wash;vnn^ws, etc. Can anyhm^^S^ve^.^^,^
or Steph. Reasonable rates. 652-0203 This model is the top of the life IsloOO:
firm. 656:2924 or 656-546() / : 2147-17 r1 9 09-18;
TREES AND SHRUBS REMOVED.
Reasonable rates. Hauling and clean up 
of ga rbage or yard i No job tod smaII: 385 
3608 • 1836-18,:
MARINE/D1VIS80N,':
COMPLETE mERlOR -INTERIOR CLEAN
Add hundreds ol dollars value to
•STEAM CLEANING'»P0LISHlNG>TEAK aENEW:*SHAMPp0ING;;E1c;:;J/ ;:
Free On'Site t iC Cif' *51 
Estimates: :10134 McDonald Park Road
PLUMBING; REPAIRS, Renovations,and; 
new installations. 656-1437 anytime . 
2159-18 '
SKILLED :V GARDENER; req u ires ?work 
Contract or per hour basis. 47 9-7 726; 
atter5p.m. 2133-18
WANTED. Merc Cruiser 80, leg or parts.
:4 78-9609 or-3SSd623. 2076:17
/15;,HP:>yiKINGyoutbqard - motor;; $200;
Painteng Sc





7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1M0
LAND CLEARING — ROADS — DRIVEWAYS
including;
‘•Sewers •\A/atermains
•Sewer Hookups / “Hydro & Telephone Ductwork
•Drains Residence; 652-3258,
my home7$12’perclay. 656-6407 2120-
5023: ;:2102:T7l
PART TIME HOUSECLEANING work ; 
required; Please ring Julia at 479-7726: 
after5 p.m. 2l32ilR '













: •brush culling 
: : •rock ,rake
656-1671
INCOME TAX RETURNS prepared 
promptly at iowTcost/i Persdnal - and : 
: corporate. Also financial statements for 
smaII;medium bus! nesses, . Shaw- 





Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 


















Ffookkeoping to trial balance, 
payrolls, write-up work, One lirno on­
ly; or: regular basis/ Myollice/Jor 
yoiiis,, TyfJiiig, ()holoi,;cipyiii() .also 
.avaiiabln,
/': ’/. ■ ///;
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
w h o are n o r m a 11 y 
employed but are cur­
rently/ out of work. You 
may advertise for a Job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. Those 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. Mo ads for this 
c i a s s I f I c at ion w 111 be ac - 
'/'coptod. by;'phono.




PLASTERINC - STUCCO 
LATHING & PftlNTIMG
Quality Work (Non-union) : T 




RELIABLE BABYSITTER, 15 years. Day 
orovoning.,656-968 7,askfor Cindy, 17
ANTIQUE SCHOOL/DESK, pfiors; lire
chains / lor, 13"' wheels, , 51,0;,. new 
chemistry sot $ 15; turntable and record 
;/ cabit\ot S1 a, 65f!-7943:evonlngG,; i«18;
MEATBNiGi (1981) UD.




1975 FORD WON EXPLORER, V8 , PS,
• : PB, Rood Condition, ' 50,000 mllos; 
$2,000. 196!) Merc. Cornel, 6 cyl, Pb.






Strip but Don't Dip
’'rv':":/’ Furnlturo„'ro(!,nls'(iino:'6'ro|)8irs';:/
Qualily Anllt|uo Wood riirniluro Bought & Sold
Wtrtuoob jfMriiiSl)ing«
/ ' / / mnnuinctuioil ifiilmisbod ronl wood lurnitufo.;;
you in 3 localicns:
:,:;/:Tl6,Di)ll.lsni1. 383'6777 /n'V.i35 sihicofi
OON'T THBOW THAT OLD /FRIDGE 
AWAY! HAVE IT REPAIRED BY^ i; /; 
SinNFY FI ECTRIC SERVICES 
‘ * • 656-0449 ‘ * *
:*WASHFRft,‘ ‘DRYERS, /'RANGES;/ 
OISIIWASHERS * MICROWAVE 
/'R/tDIATlON/.TESTS'/fe;:'C,8,Ar/‘AP^:/ 
PROVED, ‘AllWORKGUARANTFEI).,
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, can do
WOOW COHStruCtioo, I'dI'lOVIItIpHS,1 ufoiIUf0!;■ / 
"/’;/';','ihaWr)g, for)ces;,nhd;Bai;dion'Rbods:6thor://;':'‘ 
/ odd jofe CaII Erank at fi5 ^19: /;/ 
: :/:%AiNEi5:/60^™'fd(nnFG ly Ic' lai^






Now Connirucllon and IHopaiis 
Spoclulk’lnu In Hoi Wnlfi Hnutlnfj
1(1410 All Bay Rdi^ Sliliioy l»hORl6S6-1B80
/' FISHER* PRICE TOYS; adivity centre, r 
V $ 10; rscorocrow;' >5;tolophono,:;;$8;
/.; turtl07 $8i'diimo bolli/t7; jolly iurnpor,^^;:^ 
$12; po(ty chair, $10' high chair; $30;
' back pack, $4; Soft toys, clown doll, $S, 
''"Ti52-9994':T; “''lO / ‘
IViBscellaneous/ 
For Sab'
17//. Graham’s Roofing noshliigling ;; Rophlrs Id Vonls i' /'
; ;,-656-0626 E.iv()s & Chin wy.Hi!LJUa DISCOUNTS FOB SENIOR CITIZENS -Flashing
GRANTS
^pALL/'M^TORS,/':
1(1134 McDoimW l*Hrk Road , M 656-7714
Repairs iri l.avvninowers, v 




NEW AND; REPAIRS, Tonovations, 
;Ouali((od, licensed and irisiired, Free 






;.io.ijf:n VAN Anars ; ahh handicawii nniviNn aids
♦fAirts* Acwssnsirs
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 












Marine. Auto A Salety Olas* 
Window Glass “•* Mirrors 
Windshietdi insblled
,'lnsufanhci Claihis Promptly H<in|tl(3(l/;^
6S6-1313
; 10114 l(ld)»iiilil P«rti Ad.
AZALKAS, CAMEUA5, Cvorgioeiii, 
Bnmliod, I Ral, from $2 00 and up,/or 
will trade (or nursery pots, 652 -9602, 
2068-1 9
HOHGk MAN0Hi;,''HO( (ED, hOc ba(i,:':U,:.. 
pick up at 5088 Wesley Rd; Phono 656^' 
8810: and leave orders »((or 5:30 p,m,
' picas'o.'." ;, 21
;■ I'ggO./McTavi&li.Road;';2j,2i.2J:;
'fTxtWeC
Canad.s's largest display. Wholesale and 
" ;• 'ret all / ;;F,ree /'ca tsioguos, .'ii vfl ilablo',': ■, Npr- 
burn' Elghling Centro Inc.. 4600 Eiiist 
Hastings St,. Buirraby, Q.C, V5C 2K!).;
■' Pbohc2'99''()6C6.; "/'If
, SANDiiftt ,a^OES. Oive yourscfflTbrMk,'; 
Wear a pair of Sandaks Ibis surnmor.; 
Shoo parties or; individual; ftalei. 652»
BUII-T-I^VABjuI'S »36ii .00 coinpiflte. 
i Heavy-duty 5 year warranty, FoT moro 
iiitorfiwtioiialErrocIwip 1 l2;aoo-663-;,,
, ;;'9 361,/specially' /iksiprcd / 'toV "cx'ist.inf,;'
; hotnos; Al&ofor new conslruction, 04-18 ■ ;
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH








1 YEAR OLD Patio Kitchen propane Bar- 
B-Q, with all accessories. Cast iron grills. 
1/2 price, $250. 656-5818. 2099-17
WESIINGHOUSE HARVEST GOLD stove 
and frost free fridge. $400 for the pair. 
656-6186 2148-17
MATCHING TUB, wall hung basin and
flush, c/wattachments, $60,656-7117 
2150-17
PLANTS, POTS, DISHES, garbage cans, 
mats, freezer cartons, large deep freeze, 
paint, green fiberglass, ladders, 
Christmas tree and ornamnets, tools, 
garden tools, burning can, screen door, 
windows, cupboard. 479-5111 2151-17
5 HP YARDMAN ROTOTILLER. As new, 
$395 obo. 656-1495 2117-18
McCLARY ELECTRIC STOVE. Good 
condition. Avocado green. $75. 652- 
9535 2073-18
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO.,
firewood suppliers, serving Sidney, 
Brentwood and Saanich Peninsula from 
Saltspring Island. Full cords delivered. 
Alder, split $75 cord; maple $85 cord. 
Full cords delivered. Kindling wood 
available..385-2371. Cliff Brown. 1767- 
35
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE
Crisis Line, 383-3232. We offer in­
formation, support and referrals. 24 




IF YOU WANT TO DRINK, that's your 
business. If you want to quit, that’s our 
business. Alcoholics Anonymous. 383- 
0415. 1955-21
ELECTROLYSIS is permanent hair
removal. Support local T.A.P.E. B.C. 
member. For information regarding 
member in your area write to: T.A.P.E. 
B.C., 6472 - 130 A St., Surrey, B.C.V3W 
7W8. na-17
MAN’S 3 SPEED BIKE, excellent con­
dition, $50; 24 piece cystal stem ware, 
$175,656-6407 2119-17
500 NAME AND ADDRESS LABELS
$5.00. Printed in our shop. Popular 
Press, GeneraT Delivery, 2737 Heald 
Rd., Shawnigan Lake, B.C. VOR 2W0. 




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 




relieve pain and 
2097-17
RIDE NEEDED from Downey Road to 
Sidney and back, 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. 





For information call 
656-0323
Beginner lo Advanced
Classes (0 lit your schedule held 
at






RYOBl 480D 14‘/2Xl9" OFFSET PRESS. 
3 large form rollers. Excellent condition, 
has low volume use, can be seen 
operating. $9,500 obo. Peace Arch 
News, Phone 112-531-1711 nal7
Wlisc@Eiagi!©08JS
■ Wan ted '
HESSTON 60A & 10A STACKHAND
systems complete, #909 NewHolland 14 
foot swather. 5 - 16” Heidrein plow. 
RennCupit dumpbox - 15 yds. 10 ft. 
equipment trailer. #327 NewHolland 
manure spreader. Ford 3 bottom plow. 
Posthole augers. Cattle squeeze. Kir- 
chner bale stooker. 1966 Cessna 210 
turbo centurian Airplane. 14 foot boat, 
motor, trailer. 190 6”x40’ irrigation 
mainline, (39 with valves). 39 10”x40’ 
bandlock mainline. One irrico wheel line, 
(5'’x7’ wheels and levellers). Numerous 
fittings: As new. J.R. Ferguson, RR#2, 
RockCreek, B.C:Phone 112-446-2239 
'■ '■ na 18;:






NEED A LAUGH? Phone your local radio 
station and ask them to play ’’Which 
One?” It’s all about Bennett, Barrett and 
the coming election. The record is 
available at a record store near you. 
na 1-7- ■
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. tf
Garage
Sales
WANTED; second hand western bridle 
with snaffles; 60” western saddle and a 
martingale. 642-5785 2137-18
DISCOVER . . Create new friendships 
... refresh your social life . . . discover 
someone very special. Excellent com­
puter and personal dating service just 
for you. For FREE information write: 
Human Contact, B4, 818 - 16 Avenue 
N.W., Calgary T2M OKI . nal7
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation, tf
PICKED AT PEAK OF PERFECTION. Low 
moisture, longlife foods, fruits, 
vegetables, grains, meats. Buy six month 
dr one year supply. Details send $1.00 to 
Harvest-Life, #234 - 1450 Johnston Rd., 
White Rock, B.C; naI7
;/ PADDLE FANS The original fan store./
- Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
: Hastings; Street,/ Burnaby; B.C. V5C 
; 2K5: Phone 112:299-0666: ; ‘ ■ na-tf
THE PENINSULA’S 
LARGEST
;; ORME SaiE!/ :
Panorama Leisure Centre’s 
Paraphernalia Sale 
Saturday Jlay 28th
Tables available for rental $5.00. For 
more info phone ;
: : 656-7271 '
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER
SPANIELS. Liver and white, many field 
trial champions in pedigree. Excellent 
pets and hunting dogs. Pups for sale. 
$275.00.Phonell2-593-4318 nal7
WEST COAST HEREFORD CLUB 15th
annual Evergreen Select Female Show 
and Sale, Saturday, may 7, 1983 at 9:00 
a.m. Matsqui AG centre, Matsqui 
fairgrounds, Abbotsford, B.C. Selling 55 
head. , .. nal7 ,
HEY THERE FISHERMEN! Three day 
fishing derby on the fabulous Shuswap 
Lakes, May 20-23. $5,000.00 in prizes. 
$225.00 per person includes: * Fishing 
from a luxurious houseboat with ac­
comodation for 4 or 6: ’*gal & oil. *Food 
on board (you cook). Call & book today. 
(604) 836-2202. Housenboat Holidays 
International, Sicamous, B.C. nal7
NORTH SAANICH 4H Outdoor Living 
CLub fund raising blitz, April 16-24 . Bird 
houses $2; bird feeders $2; 20 fir 
seedlings $2. 656-6030 or656-4123. 18
LAND ACT
NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of 
Cowichaivand situated off Sidney, 
B.C. in Tsehum IJarbour.
Take notice that Van Isle 
Marina Ltd. of Sidney, B.C,, oc­
cupation Marina, intends to apply 
for a lease of the following 
described lands;
Commencing at a post planted 
at the N,W, corner of Lot 148,, 
District, thence 
- 56 m; thence 
154 m; thence 
121 m: thence 
173.7 m to N.E, 
corner of Lot 514; and containing 
3.04 ha more or less.
The purpose for which Ihe 
disposition Js required is Moorage 
Floats.
Van Isle Marina Ltd.
Spar Consultants Ltd,







HOLY TRINITY GUILD spring sale, April 
30 from 10 a.m. - noon in the church hall. 
West Saanich and Mills Rd.cnr.
Homebaking, collectibles, plants, etc. 
Refreshments. 17
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER
SPANIEL pups for sale. $200.00. Phone 
Margaret Smith 112-567-9101 nal7
QUILTS, CLOTHING, DISHES, tools and 
miscellaneous. 2384 Orchard Ave., 
Saturday, April 30,10:4 p.m.; 2160^17
Foynd:
OVERNIGHT STEAMBOAT VACATIONS
— Canada’s newest replica steamship — 
The Elegant Canadian Empress. Calm 
water cruising on the mighty St. 
Lawerence River through the heart of 
the most beautiful scenery in central 
Canada. 3 to 7 day cruises available. 
ContactyourtravelprofessionalorDial- 
. A-Brochure toll free 1-800-267-0960 or 
collect(613) 549-8091 : hal7
LADIES AUXILIARY, Legion #37 raffle 
winners: door prize, Lee Inhoff; food 
hamper, Truman Green; afghan, Olva 
Turner; picture, Kathy Reed; 2 pictures. 
Jack Sumpton; cushion, Lyal Riddell. 17
WESTERN CANADA CONCEPT. 
Empress Hotel on May 2, 1983, 7:30 
p.m. Public and our members cordially 
invited to hear our Canadidates and 
haveafiuntime. ; 17
CLARK ENTERPRISES. 9750 : 4th St.
/ Sidney. .12: ft: /Single pane patid doors, ■ 
;$295;6Tt::thermdpahedobr;5;325.5mm- 
mirrorsJlactory seconds),;13:50 sq. ft. 
3mm glass, $l;00 per sq. ft. 656-6656;: 
T Visa, Master Charge: :
FOUR FAMILY YARD SALE. Lots of 
items must go, including 6 pee, complete 
bedroom suite: in excellent condition; 
boy’s bike. Saturday only, April 30 from 
9-4 p.rn. at 9933 Swiftsure Place, Sidney 
2l'5S;,l7:T/;'';;'''';-::'■ITIT;:'’:'./',;'
LOST SATURDAY NIGHT from mooring 
in Satellite Channel,: 12 foot; Sears 
.cartopper / boat;' aluminum - with red 
/band; Please phone 656-2571/ /17^
LUXURIOUS HOUSEBOATS FOR RENT,
May 1 October 31 on the fabulous 
Shuswap Lakes,/ Sicamous, B.C. The 
Possible Dream, reasonable rates. (604) 
836-2202 ; Houseboat Holidays Inter-
:';;:national;': :,/::'/■„ /,/'";/'nalS-
30th ANNUAL SAANICH PENINSULA 
Arts and Crafts show and sale, Sanscha 
hall, Sidney, may 7 arid 8 from 10 a.m. to
/5:30 p.m;//'"/;./: ■■■' -IS:/
.ACRYUC/ SKYLITES for dd;5it;ypurself,p 
and / coritractOrs./ Double and /triple / 
/glazed, thermally ;broken;frame//Fully;/; 
illustrated brochure; Call br ;write: to; / 
/AFtLiNGTON/FOFtp, 1NDUSTRIES; LTD:; / 
/1178//Welch Street;/North Vancouver, / 
B.C.V7P1B2 Phonell2-986-9314. na-
NEIGHBOURHOOD GARAGE SALE, 
Saturday and Sunday, April 30 and may 
1; Patterson Rd:,, Saanichton,; 1 block 
nprth/Prairie Inn, 9-4:;p;m. .Hide-a-beds, / 
dbiible bed, Fisher-Firice toys, etc. 215 6-
AT SIDNEY CUSTOMS terminal, a
small, very friendly, part Persian tabby 
cat wearing flea cbllar. e56-4586 or 656-
,.5194 "/l’/’/:/: '//;/ '/'.///■/■'■:;■//,. ;i7:
MOTHER’S DAY TEA and bake sale, 
Saturday, May 7, 1:30-3 p.m. St. paul’s? 
United Church, 5th and malaview 18
Lost, APRIL is: black/white female
cat,; Amherst;/area, :/Sidney./ Missed:/ 
/ Piaesecall 656-2383;'/'^^/y/;/ -11/
ST. MARY’S ANGLICAN CHURCH,
Saanichton will hold a rummage dsale at 
the church, 1934 Cultra Ave., 
Saanichton, 10-2 p.m. Saturday, April
''30.;'///"' /:/'../.;..//;: /"/.''.'v,/"' 17
FURNITURE: STOVE,;/ 1973 250cc: 
Suzuki motorcycle,/23 charineTside band ; 
CB|/and /various hbus6hbld:/iteml/lQ16 ; 
Clarke Rd., Brentwood Bay. Saturday.1 - 24-VOLT::30:;amp’;battei7/charger: ^ ^ >
$150.Phone477-4892. tfn April 30 and Sunday, May 1 from 10 a.m.
QUARTZ CLOCKWORKS postpaid $9.95 ■ v r ABlTrFWF'^Anriiyn OWNER /OPERATOR FULL TIME-PART
each; 4 or more $9.50 each; 10/$8.75 THRtE FAMILY GARAGE SALE, April 30
earh- ?<5/S7 QS parh n hanrf - May 1, from 10-4 p.m. Bikes, carpets, ^ Von non
eacn, eacn (d nano inciuaeo). mntnrhikP hpim^ ^ manager. You can earn $80,000 per year:; m
Snprifv hanri .:i7P M.imhar.; _ Roman, nL^ A k® !ru,l ..1 & more. No inventory to stock. Protected
FREE —//UNCLAIM FREIGHT and close / 
/out catalogue, low priced, high/ quality;/ 
items: / co rd less/p hones;tbbls, / L:.C. D //;: 
watches, buck-style knives, cutlery sets,
■ tapes. Too much more to list — save big 
$$$ : Write now: Tereka Freight and Dist. 
Ltd., # 200 -1068 Homer St., Vancouver; , 
B.C.V6B4W9 Phone 112-684-2428 
na 1 7
PENINSULA CHFJISTIAN WOMEN’S 
After Five/Club, invites you to a dinner 
party; ,Margaret-yaughan Birch HaM, 
9697 /4th;St;,/Sibney, May 2; 7/9 p;m: 
Fteservations; cancellahbns by April 27;. 
;656//1419 or652-4039 18
peci y d; size.; Nu be s 
Arabic, $1.65 full set. Add B.C. Tax.: 
i Send money order toTHE ROCKHOUND 
^ 77 Cloverdale. Ave., Victoria,
B.C. V8X 2S6, (604) 388-5341 Tuesday / 
;//;/ to Saturday nal 1
//riiuch’i7i6re::9589/Northlawri terrace/: off/ 
i/Weiler from Lochside Drive/ ; / 2143/-17 territory. $12,200 investment. We 
/ ifinance those we/select: Phone 112^294- ’
rnan/s Church 6894 or write to: Bird’s Eye/Farm Market
^ inc., 4547 East Hastings; Bby.; B.C:;/na//
30th from 10-2 p.m.^118-17
WESTERN CANADA CONCEPT public; 
meeting April 27, 7:30 p.m , Esquimalt 
/Sports/;Centre// MLA/Candidate/^kerry/ 
/Greenwbbd speaking/Eveiwbne/yyelcpme;
/ LAND ACT 
HOTiCE OF IHTENTIOH 
TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of 
Cov/ichan and situated off Sidney, 
B.C. in Tsehum Harbour.
Take notice that Van Isle 
Marina Ltd. of/Sidney, B.C,, oc­
cupation Marina, intends to apply 
for,,/ a lease/ of, the following 
: described lands: ' ;
Commencing at a post planted 
/12 m from the N.W; Corner of Lot' 
446 and along the/Northern Boun^
I b a r y, / o f : L o t / 4 4 6/, t h e n c e
/ /350°00’00’’:—/190 m; thence ■ 
";80°00’00'’;:^ /30 m; thence// 
/t70°00’00"/— 208 :m; thence to 
/ a point on;:the. East ,Boundary of, 
/ Lot /A46; and/containing 0.57; ha / 
more'-orfess;'/;,'■/;
" : The// purpose / /for; vyhich / The 
: :/ disp0sition;:; i s // req ujre/d / is 
Breakwater.
Van Isle Marina Ltd.
Spar,Consultants Ltd.




ENGINE RE-BUILD PARTS,/ gaskets, 
starters, generators, water pumps; 
/clutch/p/ressLire plates, mahuafs;/ 
miifljerb, etc. Canadian Farm centre, 301 
Princess: Street, Winnipeg, manitoba/ 
R3B1M4. Phone (204) 942-5195 nal7
//’Bniildisig:/'
/FOR SALE; / GENERAL ; INSUFtANCE
AGENCY in North Central/Community;' 
Excellent/ ''potential./;For /(urther / in-/’ 
formation phone/ 112-692-3161/ week­
days nine tbliva nai7
VITAMINS BY/MAIL - save money with 
quality products;/ Phone no charge.
■ Order shipped within 24 hours; Vitamin 
/E-400 l;U., T00-$3.99. Phone for free: 
catalogue/112-800-663-5995 / / hal7
ACRYLIC, :SKYLITES for do it yourself 
/and/ coritractors. /Double and triple; 
glazed,/ thermally broken/frame/; Fully 
(llustratedi brochure, Call or write to: 
Arlington / Ford Industries Ltd,, 1178 
Welch Street; North Vancouver, B,C. 
V7P1B2 Phone 112-986-9314 /nal7
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, SKYLITES. I 
Largest selection. Lowest Prices: Walker 
Door. Vancouver 112-266-1101,; North/ 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, ;Richmond 
/ll2-273-6829,;/Kamloops/ 112-374- 
3566,/ Nanaimo 112-758-7375, Winlaw 
112-226-7343;/ Lillooet 112-256-7501, 
WhitehorseTi2-667y332, : na-tfn
VANCOUVER/ ISLAND HOTEL - 30/
rooms;; 6 5 seat restau ra nt, 5 5 seat 
lounge, ocean views, Offers welcome. 
Fordetails:Blake/Armstrbng,112-248- 
3216, Pearson; Realty, Box./399/ 
./; Parksville, B.C.‘/'■"'"'/ ////'///:/'" //nalT
LOW/ RANGE//VOICES /WANTED by 
■ Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
/ Adelines. If/you; tike barbershop; style 
singing, feel welcome to join ourfriendly 
/ group most Mondays, 7 : 30 p . m . at the 
/: /;Legion Hall on Mills/Road. Information,
/ 656/530ior656-78;28 / tf
LA/LECHE LEAGUE OF SIDNEY invites; 
new and/expectant mothers /Mayv4; /8/ 
/p rii/;; tb/a:;rrieeting;/at/9486//Glenelg,/ 
north/off; Bradley/ Dynb;/ Topic/ is The / 
Family ::ahd the Breastfed ■ baby. Info. 
652-5781;Babies welconie; /^;/18
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong); at Brent­
wood ElemenfarySchool,Mondays7;30- 
9:30 p.m; All; ages welcome. Further 
in(b/652-4580; 652-1531 / / tfn
DEEP COVE AND EASTERN DISTRICT
property owners assoc,//35th Annual 
general Meeting, Holy/Trinity Church, 
Mills Cross Rd., at West Saanich Rd., 
: April 28, 7:30 p.m. Speaker: Eric 
Sherwood, on“The Cbmmunity Plan”.
If
OPENING MAY 2ND: Keating Hardwood 
Distribution; ;/#8/: 6809 Kirkpatrick 
Crescent in Keating / Cross Road 
/ Industrial Park, 652-2323:; . ^138-17
'/nsK
NOW IN CANADA, individual and area 
franchises for proven successful/ fast 
food concept. Complete/ operator sup­
port systems; Figures /available,:/ 
, M ihinriu m i nvestment $ 35,000. Cqntact:
’ Michael hfounslow. Mama Alda's Home 
//Bake Pizza & Pasta, 2C10 - 1842 ,Oak Bay / 
Ave,, Victoria, B.C, V8R iC2. Phone 
':/'598-4292/,/;/'/;■'/://'//':///■/;-''/////////nan'/
/ the PACIFIC) BLUEGRASS and Heritage 
Sbeiety sporisors an Old Time Squa re 
Dance, /Royal Oak Women’s Institute 
Hail, 4516 West Saanich Rd. Live music 
by Frosty Mountain Stringband, Van­
couver. No dance experience/necessary, 
all are; taught; on The spot. Tickets 
available Richard’s Records and Folklore 
Centre. Infb, 388-4520/ 17
VICTORIA LEGAL SECREATRIES’ 
ASSOC./meets May 3, 6 p.m,; Irriperial 
Inn, 1961 Douglas St., Victoria. 
Reservations, 383-2092 or386-1434 17
VICTORIA ORCHID SOCIETY SHOW, 
sale of plants and corsages for Mother’s 
Day,/ May 7 at Beaver Lumber; Hillside 
Ave. Tnfo.:592-4413 / 17
of professions/GOODS and SERVICES
HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SEPICE
;; ■ , ■ SEBWM mt reumsi/t/i
aUAllFIEO STAfF ;- WEE ESTIMATES 
’ *Topplng and Foiling #Priining — Mature Troos 
Oiingeroiis Troos — Fiiiit Troos
•Solocllvo Lot Clearing Ornamontals and Hodgos
CERTIFIED Prayers • book mow for spring!
FUaY INSiJRED; REASONABLE RATES 6S6-0570
DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE for exclusive 
areas. Market complete top quslity Star 
Satellite TV Receiver Systemr-i, retail as 
low ns " $2285/ No franchise Tees,/ 
Mininium stcx:k buy in only/ FreoTrainirig 
available./ Some elctronic; experience/ 
helpful buf,not fiiandatoryi Secure your - 
financial (uture in/this booming industry/;: 
/For cbmplete'inlbrmatipn/call 403/227-/ 
/1556 or sbrild name and "address To 
/Raven/p|scbunt/:Satqllito/:/pisfrlbutors/,:/ 
Bbx/119a,/ lnriisfail,/ Alberta TO^ 
with over 4() dealers in Alberta, so hurry!
THE PENINSUU DISARMAMENT group 
meets regularly, To join us, help/us, or 
just lor informafion; call 656-4842 after
^5''P.m//;/: ;■/,/;/..■:: tin
PROSPECT LAKE COMMUNITY ASSOC.
annual Spring Flea Market. May 14,10-3 
p.rn,, 5358 Sparton Rd, Refreshments, 
baking, toys, crafts etc. Free adimissiori
'18"/.',/■ ' ■/; ,: ///./, ■"''/'
IS OVEREATING cfeating problems in 
■ your life? Overeaters /Anonymous can 
help you! No/;(iiies, / no /weigh-ins,; 
Meetings lire Mondays, 8 p.m, at 9788 ■
ANNUAL MEETING of the Women’s 
Canadian Club of Victoria will be hold In 
St, Andrew’s Kirk Hall, 680 Courtney St., . 
May e, 2 p/nv Info, 598-5350 : / 17
2nd St., Sidney. 656-2331/ tfn
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT/ 
Drop-in group moots bvory Wednesday,
“ ‘ ’ p, nv: at' l/p 4 5/ Li n den //Ay b: 3 83 /5 5 4 5:7’9"
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED to staff the
Tuck Shop . at Tillicum Lodge, . 4481 
IrTerurban/ Rd.; weekday afternoons, 
//Voluriteor/ would sell srnail items and 
socialize/: with elderly residents: Info.
'.479-7l0tV'local'2'39.'""''' ..'/is.'
10:-5, p/rrf. Monday Tb Friday for more /
info',’/"/''','///''"//;"' /''"/.''■;/ //*/'/"//;/':/'.//:"/'";"/tfn /'
/ LOW RANGE VOICES wanted by/Sidnoy :/
/ Prospectiyo/Chaptor of Sweet. Adblinos, / 
//iFybu like barborship stylo sirifeinB. foel
AN INDEPENDENT BUSINESS PER-
;/ SON??/lmpossib|ol/ WO;/can/introduce; . ..  , „ , . , . . .. ..
/ / yog to a whole now coricoptin lho beauty / . / Wbicome tb join ourfriendly group/mbst ;;: 
/ industry/ln/as iilflo as 2;woek8 you/cari/''; / / Mondays,7:45 p/rn/qt fhoLogioh/ffallon 
// bocomo ; an / / lndopenderif// / B5Uinb5S// /: Mills Road, Info 6i)6-53Cll or G56-7828 ,// 
■■:;Porsotv earning,, tho:;;extra'';cash,:, 1low„.:'.,'";Tf b"/' 





Van isle Marina Ltd: 
give notice Thai: Spar Consultants 
Ltd: have under Section-8'of The 
■said;,. Act,., deposited, with, the ■ 
Minister’ of:/Transpbi/t,;af/Cltlawa,/' 
/and in /the/ oflice of /the’/District/ 
Registrar of. The;,,Land /Registry/ 
District/of/Victoria; at 'Courtenay// 
/Street;/Victoria,/B/C„/a /descrip­
tion; of the site plans of existing, 
and proposed floats, breakwater: 
and piling proposed to/be under- 
: taken// in ,/Tsehi.im, Harbour at 
Sidney, /B.C//in, lront::qf/Lot 148,/ 
/lo! /424,/Lot /514/ancl Lot :446,
■ Covvichan: District// ■ :://
/ And; take /hotice.that after file 
//expiration of one month from the 
dale o! The piiblicaiion o( ihis 
/notice van. Isle/ lyiarina Lid. will 
under Section 8„ofThe said Act ap- 
, piy Ip Ihe Minister/of Transport, 
/Tor approval of , the/said site and 
/plans.',.
Wri|fen , ,(;ominenls: should be 
..directed: lo: Dirhclor,' Aids/ S,,
. / Vi/a I e r wa y s: , B r a n o h, Ca na d in n / 
Coast Guard,. Dtjpait(in:;,i)i oi 
/ Transport,.. Ottawa,"Oniarit), KIA 
,0N7.
Dated at VIcloria , B/C,Tliis 15Uv 
/day (T AptII, 1083,
SPAR Consultanl.s I id
icr.
112-463-57 57/ nal 7
-'/’ lypeivniermaw - -
4790823
ifma local pkit up St riollvory
Homo anti Commorclal 
almosi all maltos
SECOND,: I NCOiilirp^^^
want(3d lo organizo with us homo parlios 
in your;area iselling an excellent line of 
wicker plus kitchen awossorios, No ; 
investniorit nocossnry. Very attractive 
hostess incentive program, CalL Grace 
12 to2 p,m 1 12-324.3026 nal7
... to'/''’'
■ Annual gonfiral, mooting, 7 ;30 p.rn; April::, 
27, Logion Hall; Mills/Rd, EloclJop of new:/ 
executive; for 83/84 / season// Minor/ 
Hockey pa rent s, ploase a tte nd it: : / :■ 17 /
"iRANi/”
JOHNSON/To Rhonda and Collrii o/son, 
/"/Gebrclie McKenziorSTbsVA bzT'O/brotho’r 
■ Tort Natasha; flnd::;Arnanda/',Borir::af; 
" Saanich /Peninsula Hospital// April 14’,'
/;:/;il9'a3,://///,/, / ./'//://,2l/'5'l-n'/,:
in MHEWW IfHRl EQUIPMENT RENTALS Space ; operate with apothor business. Building 
and /equipment, oKorfi to 155,000, 

















fbadorship;: also" public 





monthly / Info 
f.ifolirie//3B6,-/
.■ ■i,:.rtlll
COUNSELLING (or lamilies; and /|iv 
dividualt! of all agos /r- / serving /the 
Peninsula, Community Ceunselimg
SIDNEY ft NORfH IaANVcH 
CHESof fhecanandlan Bible Swioty will 
be collectinp, duririg tho fuiitimer mbnfhs 
for / donations: aiding// translation, 
publication and worldwide disfribution 
of the holy bible in their oym districts, 17,
prop,ramined' meotings, I sf /and: 3rd 
Thurs. each: /rrionthL/ drop-ins / every 
//Tuesday, 2,-4/p,m,.',Lions/Hali/69,94'East/ 
;Saanich Rd., Saanichton / tfn
.meeting, April 27,/"?;30 p.m.::Stolly’s: 
Secondafy/School, ,1627 Sifelly's X Rd. 
Info. 721-3154, 1 7
,:■ iyj|',/yigy(ji .jQ, Year, oT'adT'R^uplon'/^jririo 
25, 8 p.rn, • L u.m, Wnie and ChooM, 
Denny's Cannod Music, fwir facililies. 
Prinwsf. Mary Ballrporh, Admission
■EiigagemeritoT
OSTROM-BRETHOUR, Mr & Mrs. Axel 
Ostrom of Sidney, B,C, fake/please in 
announcing the forthcoming marriage of 
/their second daughter, Denis g.ili to Ian 
Roy Brethour, son of Mr, ft Mrs, Gordon 
Breihour; o( : Victori,9/ The wedding will 
Take place on Saturday, May 7,4;,30 p.rn/ 






'ri.. \/7\ ,'.'/„: R.:r jk.riAJX ::
. Swvice,' 96'15i', 
;/)'247','""" "" ""
charged Info;383 BSl? br3«3'S2?9,20 
FIT’STNf the aerobic exercise program 
will sponsor a berrafit dahee (or, the 
Breplwood/Community /Htill, April 30, 
fnm fi • 1 p m, af the liail. ttoor pfizos.
UNDERWOOD-SCHABLITZKE. 1 Mr. ft 
Mfs/ : Howard: Underwood of Regina, 
$ask., wish to'annciuncc the iorthcomini 
: rfiarriago of their daughter; Helen Ruth, 
lo Mr.:,!,,00 R. Schablitzko of Kitimat, 
,/,n.C., /ttpri of Mr. 'ft Mil'- vc.tiaUiUko, 
Brentwood Day. Wedding to take place 
May 21, 1983 at St Chad Chapel, 
Universify Campus, Saskatoon, Sask, / 
/'‘2t:2,'5"'’i"7/ '/',/'" ■""""/■
1th St,,.‘5 6‘>6"//,/, spot".daiic,es,'’ci"('ir,ed music.an'd a'vatie'ly 
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Parkland
Parade
By Wendy Laing 
Ready for this Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday night? If 
you have not already purchased 
tickets for “Now That’s 
Entertainment’’, a Grassroots 
Theatre production, don’t waste 
another moment. Parkland’s 
famous company presents three 
one-act plays at 8 p.m., April 
28,29, and 30 in the school’s 
theatre. Tickets are $4 and $3 for 
pensioners and those under 12. 
Call 656-5507 for informations.
•Performing arts excelled 
April 20 with Parkland’s Music . 
Festival dancers visiting the Silver 
Threads Centre. Their per­
formances were used in the 
school’s competition last Friday, 
and the Cats are set to enter the 
numbers in the “studio’’ 
category this week.
•Parkland participated April 
20 in the Massed School Band 
Concert at Panorama Leisure 
Centre. Our Panthers played with 
impressive style and their 
Edmonton billets will be listening 
may 9 to our music during their 
visit here.
•The Whalebone Theatre 
students of Ballanas school in 
Parksville returned home last 
Sunday, after three superb shows 
of Godspell. Their road trip 
brought them to Sidney following 
Grassroot’s tour upi-lsland in 
January. A potluck dinner, 
fantastic weather and “rooters” 
made their stay welcome.
•Two sets of Cats ventured 
across the water. April 20. The 
science department conducted a 
trip to Vancouver, stopping at 
the conservatory,- Stanley Park, 
and science and technology 
centre.
®The track and field team
stopped off at Delta for their first 
meet (see sports).
•Another crazy car rally 
zoomed by at Parkland April 15, 
and my stomach has still not 
recovered.
•Parkland has been informed 
that a nine-year-old boy with 
advanced leukemia is attempting 
to get himself into the Guiness 
Book of Records for the most 
postcards, received in a lifetime. 
With only five months to live, 
please send one or more post­
cards to, P.O. Box 26, Glasgow, 
Scotland, U.K.
Sports Scene:
The senior boys rugby team 
posted a 64-0 romp over Edward 
Milne, April 19. Andy Laurence 
accounted for 18 points with 
Tom Ledbetter and Erik Meertins 
topping off the scoring. Earlier 
the Ledbetter squad played a fine 
match against league leaders Oak 
Bay, losing 36-12. The guys have 
a 5 win-2 loss record.
Congratulations to the Senior 
girls 4 xlOO and junior boys 4 x 
100 teams and Lara Melville, 
Emma Domahk Allen Dobie, 
Wayne Fletcher, Andrew 
MacKay, and Linda Martin, who 
all made outstanding per­
formances at Delta’s track meet.
By Ian Carpenter 
Last week interested grade 12s 
had an opportunity to apply for 
early adrriission into UVic or 
UBC. This year 25 grads applied 
a record number for Stelly’s.
•Last week was officially 
named Counter Attack Week at 
Stelly’s, and included slide shows 
and Films during lunch and an 
awareness campaign to the 
student body. But the main event 
was centered oh the-lproblem of 
drinking and driving during ; 
graduation.
V With the c the
school board, the administration, 
the police and the teachers, three 
19-year-old students consented to 
become guinea pigs, andwere put 
through various; roadside tests 
given to suspected drunken 
drivers by the police, before and 
after consuming alcohol in; a 
controlled atmosphere.
The experiment wa.s conducted 
to show grads the effects of 
alcohol bn a person’s reactions 
and perceptions. The students 
were put through a breathalyzer 
test to find the alcohol level in 
their system, The presentation 
also included a panel of speakers, 
a balmobilc and the remains of a 
car from a drunk driver-related : 
accident.
•The senior boys rugby team ' 
‘^■''.'suflered'Al^rdisaptibintin 
against Esquimalt 4-3. The team 
was leading throughout the entire 
game A-0 bin tlien, Esqvtimalt: 
scored a try itt the dying seconds. 
The team were very disappointed 
in the on I come but arc sure to 
rally back for their next game.
•The Terry Fok i Gnhadianl 
Youth Centre in Ottawa is again 
taking applications for the up­
coming year. It offers various
programs in the nation’s capital.
1 personally have visited the 
centre and fully recommend it 
and encourage any interested 
students to talk to Mrs. Giles or 
myself.
Thought of the week: .
If you are like me or three- 
quarters of the rest of the world’s 
population you are probably a 
procrastinator. For those who 
don’t know, to procrastinate is to 
put off today what ybii can do: 
tomorrow or possibly even the 
next day. My mother keeps 
telling me that l am an expert in 
the field and that 1 should write a! 
Procrastinator’s Guide Book, but 
I keep putting it off!
The first Peninsula Volunteer 
Tea was a great success with more 
than 100 volunteers, from many 
differenl organizations taking 
this opportunity to greet each 
other over a cup of tea during 
Volunteer Week in Canada. Held 
in the Margaret Vaughan-Birch 
Hall April 21, the afternoon was 
replete with door prizes and a 
fashion show.
As guests entered the hall, 
they were greeted and presented 
with a lovely orchid, courtesy of 
Max Ward of Wardair.
Pouring tea were Mayor Sealey 
of Sidney, Nel Hortlv, dedicated 
community worker, Margaret 
Tedlie, a long-time supporter of 
the Peninsula Community 
Association, and Pamela Poole, 
a present member of the PCA 
Board.
Other special guests making an 
appearance were the MLA Hugh 
Curtis, and his executive assistant 
Jim Guthrie, and Mayor Jay 
Rangel of North Saanich. 
Unfortunately Central Saanich 
Acting-Mayor Ruth Arnaud was 
ill, and sent her regrets.
The response from the business ^ 
community for this special event 
was most heartening. Muffins 
were-donated by Sidney Bakery 
and Bradford Bakery, and lovely 
prizes came from the Witch’s 
Kitchen, Cornish’s,; Sidney 
Pharmacy, Hoihe Hardware, the 
Candy Man, Master Scissors, ^ 
Kapteyn Hair, the Hunting 
r Horn, and the Latch. :
Amongst surprised winners 
were Hugh Curtis, Jim Guthrie as 
well as Mayor Sealey! There were ;
V a number of young Resthaven f 
vplunteers present and two of ; 
their members, Helen Delacretaz ; ■ 
and Emory Stansal,won prizes. 
Everyone was pleased when Miss ; 
' Gwyn of Sidney Meals on Wheels 
— who has co-ordinated this 
program since its inception — 
won a beautiful azalea, donated 
.by H. Jackson. The rest of the 
prizes went to other deserving
woluhteers
Hit of the afternoon was a
Old and New Shop. Coordinated 
by Joan Smith; the show ran very 
smoothly with a fine commentary 
by Jill Finch. Models included 
Lee Short, Adelc Bishop, Joan 
i Smithf Marsh Nicholson, Peggy ; 
Rushloiv, Ruth Wiren, Jennifer 
Chandler, Vera Pirillo, Verna 
^4cAda Helen
V Aiken head, ^ M tylonteer,












Procoods flo towards baoil pro|dcts 
and lliu annital awards banquet.
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PLUS DEPOSIT 750 mL.......
184g.......
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. A. ™ "A* I
kg or Ib. HKlnan | '
FRESH
FULLYCOOKED 
READY TO SERVE presh:
I
s 1: \
9 ' ■ r-' ■
‘S' -‘LOCML’' ■
Y4 ■ $006 $139
kg or Ib. m8m
YV.'Y II ;•
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WHOLE or BUTT .
SHANK
$^84 $129
. . X, kg or lb. J.
BONE-IN
$1106
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